CORTE MADERA TOWN COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT
REPORT DATE: December II,20l7
MEETING DATE: December 19,2017

TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND TOWN COUNCIL

FROM:

TERESA STRICKER, TOWN ATTORNEY
KATHERINE MCGRATH, RSHS ASSOCI4TE /
TODD CUSTMANO, TOWN M.AN1iGEYí|Ir/

SUBJECT:

STUDY SESSION AND POSSIBLE DIRECTION TO STAFF REGARDING
NOISE ORDINANCE UPDATE AND LEAF BLOWER REGULATIONS

û*t**ü*Õ$
PURPOSE
Discuss recommended areas to improve existing noise ordinance and provide direction to staff as
appropriate.
STAF'F' RECOMMENDATION:

That Council provide staff direction as appropriate. Staff recommends the following timeline

o
.
o
o

Receive public input and feedback at December 19,2017 council meeting
Complete community survey related to the noise ordinance
Community Meeting to discuss survey results and attempt to find common ground
Return to Council and share feedback from survey results, community forum, and provide a draft
noise ordinance

BACKGROUND:
Over the years, the Town Council and staff has received occasional comments regarding the Town's noise
ordinance. The comments range from the public calling for a ban or restriction of leaf blower use, barking
dog complaints, and concerns regarding the overall subjectivity and enforcement of the ordinance.

At the direction of Council, the Town Manager asked the Town Attorney to research and recommend
changes to the Town's existing noise ordinance, which is set forth in the Corte Madera Municipal Code at
Sections 9.36.010-9.36.080. Based on concerns raised by staff regarding the effectiveness and enforceability
of Corte Madera's current noise ordinance, and a review of best practices from other jurisdictions, the Town
Attorney has identified five ways in which the Town Council might consider improving the Town's existing
noise ordinance:
( 1 ) Establish obj ective enforcement standards
(2) Improve ease of enforceability
(3) Expand the sources ofnoise that are subject to local noise regulations
(4) Modify the current leaf blower restrictions
(5) Modify the penalty provisions to provide greater consistency and clarity

6.II

DISCUSSION:

I.

Enforcement Standards

Local governments may regulate noise within their jurisdictions so long as the regulations meet certain
minimum standards and do not conflict with other state or federal statutes. To avoid a challenge, local noise
regulations must fairly inform the public of what conduct is prohibited. The Town's current noise ordinance
prohibits noises that are "offensive" or an "annoyance," and that "disturb the peace or quiet." Moreover,
because the noise ordinance does not set a minimum ambient noise level for the various zoning
districts in the Town, the ambient is determined on a case-by-case complaint-driven basis. Further it is not
clear whether the "specific maximum noise levels" for noises emitted by mechanical devices contained in the
ordinance represent the ambient for the applicable zoning districts.
Staff recommends that the Council consider adding minimum ambient and maximum noise levels for the
various zoning districts in the Town to provide greater clarity about what noise levels are prohibited. These
regulations may be tailored to fit the needs of each zoning district by setting specific noise standards for
daytime, nighttime, interior, exterior, and permitted length or repetition of noise. Additionally, staff advises
that the Council consider bringing the ambient and noise measuring provisions up to date with the most
recent American National Standards Institute standards.

Modem noise ordinances also specify how and when law enforcement responds to noise complaints,
measures noise, and determines if a violation exists. For example, San Francisco's noise regulations explain
the procedure for measuring ambient and excessive noises, how and when City departments enforce the
ordinance and investigate violations, and the procedure by which noise determinations and violations are
appealed. (San Francisco Police Code, Article 29: Regulation of Noise, Guidelines for Noise Control
Ordinance Monitoring and Enforcement (Dec 2014).) San Francisco's noise regulations also include case
management safeguards to ensure the regulations are not abused or used to harass one person or entity. (Id. at
p. 23,) For example , after a complaint has been investigated and closed, subsequent complaints regarding the
same individual and location are not investigated unless the complainant provides evidence that justifies
opening a new and substantially different complaint. (Id.)

Corte Madera's noise ordinance does not clearly establish the procedural enforcement standards for
investigating noise complaints and issuing noise violations.. We recommend that the Council consider
amending the ordinance to guide when and how the Central Marin Police Authority (CMPA) responds to and
investigates a noise complaint in the Town.

II.

Ease of Enforceability

Additionally, Corte Madera's noise ordinance contains enforcement provisions that are difficult to apply in
practice. First, as noted, the ordinance does not establish minimum ambient levels, which means law
enforcement must measure the ambient at the site of the complaint to determine if the noise is excessive.
This approach requires significant time and resources.
Second, the enforcement standards vary depending on the type of noise, which makes it unnecessarily
complicated to determine if a violation exists. For example, the ordinance declares noises emitted by
mechanical devices that exceed certain "specific maximum noise levels" to be violations without specifying
that ambient noise levels must be factored out. (Corte Madera Municipal Code, g 9.36.030.) Yet, whether all
other noises constitute a violation of the ordinance depends on indefinite criteria and a list of ten subjective

factors. (Corte Madera Municipal Code, $ 9.36.040.)

Adopting a set of measurable, objective criteria to determine if a noise violates the ordinance, and
establishing streamlined enforcement procedures, will make it easier for the public to comply with the
ordinance and for CMPA to enforce the ordinance. The Town Manager and Police Chief continue to consult
to identify specific recommendations for improving the enforceability of the noise ordinance.

III.

Sources of Noise

Recently updated noise ordinances provide generally applicable noise regulations for each zoning district
and include a list of specific requirements for certain noise sources. For example, noise sources that are often
given special consideration in local noise regulations include construction noise, waste disposal noise, and
leaf blower or other landscape equipment noise. Noise sources that are commonly exempted from local noise
regulations include emergency response signals, warning or security system alarms, noise created by traffic
congestion, and garage door openers.
Corte Madera's noise ordinance narrowly limits the sources of noise that are regulated. Section 9.36.030
provides specific maximum noise levels for noises created by machinery, equipment, pumps, fans, airconditioning units, radios, musical instruments, televisions, or similar mechanical devices. Other provisions
create specific restrictions for noise due to construction and demolition work and gas powered leaf blowers.

Critically, the Town's noise ordinance does not regulate noise created by people or animals, which may often
be the source of noise complaints in residential areas. For example, unlike many noise ordinances, Corte
Madera's noise ordinance does not regulate noise coming from barking dogs or loud voices from a late night
social gathering. The Council may wish to consider establishing specific maximum noise levels that apply to
a// sources ofnoise, unless an exception applies.
Corte Madeta's noise ordinance exempts from Section 9.36.030's specific maximum noise levels "any
burglar alarm or other emergency signaling device" and standby equipment operated in emergency
situations. (Corte Madera Municipal Code, $ 9.36.030(d).) The Council may wish to consider amending the

list of exempted noise sources so that the list is clearer, more complete, and better addresses the needs of the
community.

IV.

Leaf Blowers and Motorized Landscape Equipment

A few jurisdictions have completely banned the use of gas powered leaf blowers, but the majority of
municipalities, including Corte Madera, restrict the operation of gas powered leaf blowers to certain hours of
the day.
Corte Madera's noise ordinance was amended in 2016 to add restrictions on motorized landscape equipment
(lawn mowers, shears, and similar equipment) and gas powered leaf blowers. (Corte Madera Municipal
Code, $ 9.36.030, subparts (c), (e), (f), and (g).) These provisions prohibit the operation of motorized
landscape equipment, except from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday, and from 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Operation of gas powered leaf blowers is prohibited, except from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday, and from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. The
Council may wish to consider modifying the authorized operation times for gas powered leaf blowers to
improve noise containment in the community.
Some jurisdictions distinguish between electric, battery, and gas powered leaf blowers. Electric and battery
powered leaf blowers generally fall under Corte Madera's restrictions on other motorized landscape
equipment. The Council may consider expanding the gas powered leaf blower restrictions to also apply to
electric and battery powered leaf blowers.

Other municipalities have adopted different leaf blower regulations for residential and commercial districts
due to the differences in land use, aesthetic needs, and sensitivity to noise. For example, the City of Larkspur
exempts from its gas powered leaf blower ban multifamily dwellings, municipal park areas, and commercial
properties. (Larkspur Municipal Code, $ 9.57.010.) The Council may consider following this approach by
adopting different leaf blower regulatory frameworks for commercial districts and residential districts to
tailor the ordinance to the needs of specific communities.

V.

Penalties

Like most noise ordinances in nearby jurisdictions, a violation of Corte Madera's noise ordinance constitutes
either a misdemeanor or an infraction. With the exception of violations of the leaf blower regulations, a
violation of the noise ordinance constitutes a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor is punishable by a fine of not
more than $1000.00, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a period not exceeding six (6) months, or by
both such fine and imprisonment. (Corte Madera Municipal Code, $ 1.04.010.) The Corte Madera Bail
Schedule provides that total bail for a misdemeanor noise ordinance violation is $773.00.

A violation of Section 9.36.030(e) or (f) regarding leaf blowers constitutes the lower offense of an infraction.
In general, an infraction does not carry the possibility ofjail time and is punishable by a fine not exceeding
$100.00 for a first violation, a fine not exceeding $200.00 for a second violation of the same ordinance
within one year, and a fìne not exceeding $500.00 for each additional violation of the same ordinance within
one year. (Gov. Code, $ 36900; Corte Madera Municipal Code, $ 1.04.010.) The Corte Madera Bail
Schedule provides that total bail for an infraction under the noise ordinance is $158.00. Other municipalities,
such as the City of Palo Alto, also set the penalty for violating the leaf blower and landscaping equipment
regulations at a lesser offense than all other noise ordinance violations.
The noise ordinance also provides, as an additional remedy, that the "operation or maintenance" of devices
in violation of the noise ordinance are public nuisances. (Corte Madera Municipal Code, $ 9.36.070.) Such
public nuisances may be subject to summary abatement, a restraining order, or a temporary or permanent
injunction. This approach may be useful to the Town if an individual or entity continues to violate the noise
ordinance after repeated citations.

Although not mentioned in the noise ordinance, the Town's general administrative penalty procedures in
Chapter 9.05 of the Corte Madera Municipal Code also apply to noise ordinance violations. Section
9.05.010(C) provides that"any violation of the Municipal Code (with the exception of Chapter 9.50) shall
be subject to an administrative fine, enforcement and collection proceedings." The application of
administrative fines under Chapter 9.05 is at the sole discretion of the Town. This may also be a useful
tool to deter particularly egregious or repetitive noise ordinance violations. However, to impose
administrative penalties, the Town must first issue an administrative citation in accordance with Chapter
9.05, and the penalty is subject to appeal. The issuance and appeal of administrative citations may require
significant Town and CMPA resources, so this option may only be appropriate in the most egregious
cases.

The combination of criminal penalties, public nuisance remedies, and administrative penalties is commonly
used in local noise regulations throughout California. Examples of cities currently using this model include
the City of Larkspur, the City and County of San Francisco, the City of Burlingame, and Redwood City. To
improve the clarity and completeness of the noise ordinance, the Council may consider expanding upon the
penalty sections by adding language expressly stating the fines for first, second, and subsequent leaf blower
violations, and for the administrative penalties. The Council may also consider reformatting the noise
ordinance based on San Francisco's model of listing the criminal penalties, public nuisance remedies, and
administrative penalties in one discrete section of the noise ordinance. (San Francisco Police Code, $ 2917.)

FISCAL IMPACT:
None at this time

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
This discussion of the Town Municipal Code does not constitute
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

a

project at this time and is not subject to the
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Chapter 9.36 - NoISE

Sections:

9.36.010 - Declaration of policy.
It shall be the policy of the town to prohib¡t unnecessary, excessive and annoying noises from all
sources. At certain levels noises are detrimentalto the health, safety and welfare of the citizenry and in the

public interest should be systematically proscribed.

(Ord.668

S

1,1978)

9.36.020 - Defi n itions.
Unless the context otherwise clearly indicates, certain words and phrases used in this chapter are

defined as follows:
(1)

"Ambient noise" means the all-encompassing noise associated with a given

environment, being a composite of sounds from any sources, near and far. For the
purpose of this code, ambient noise level is the average over fifteen minutes
excluding random or intermittent noises and the alleged offensive noise measured
at the location and time of day at which a comparison with an alleged offensive
noise is to be made. Averaging may be done by instrumental analysis in accordance

with American National Standards S.13-1 971, or may be done manually as follows:

(A)

Observe a sound level meter for five seconds and record the best estimate of

central tendency of the indicator needle, and the highest and lowest
indications;

(B) Repeat the observations as many times as necessary to provide that
observations be made at the beginning and at the end of the fifteen-minute
averaging period and that there shall be at least as many additional
observations as there are decibels between the lowest low indication and the
highest high indication;

(C)
(2)

Calculate the arithmetical average of the observed central tendency indications.

"Decibel" means a unit for measuring the relative loudness of sounds equal
approximately to the smallest degree of difference of loudness ordinarily detectable
by the human ear whose range includes approximately one hundred

thirty decibels

on a scale beginning with one for the faintest audible sound.
(3)

"Noise level" means the sound level in decibels dBA measured on the A-weighted
scale as defined by the American National Standard lnstitute specifications51.41971
1t5
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or the most recent revision thereof.

(4)

"Noise level measurement." For the purpose of enforcement of the provisions of this

chapter, noise level shall be measured on the A-weighted scale with a sound level
meter satisffing at least the applicable requirements for Type 1 sound level meters
as defined in American National Standard Section 1.4-1971 or the most recent

revisions thereof. The meter shall be set for slow response speed, except that for

impulse noises or rapidly varying sound levels, fast response speed may be used.
Prior to each measurement, the meter shall be verified, and adjusted to t0.3 decibel
by means of an acoustical calibrator.
For outside measurements the microphone shall be not less than four feet above the ground,

at least four and a half feet distant from walls or similar large reflecting surfaces, and shall be
protected from the effects of wind, noises and other extraneous sounds by the use of screens,
shields or other appropriate devices. For inside measurements, the microphone shall be at least

three feet distant from any wall, and the average sound measurement shall be determined from at
least three microphone positions throughout the room.
(s)

"Person" means a person, firm, association, co-partnership, joint venture,
corporation, or any entity, public or private.

(6)

"Powered construction equipment" means any tools, machinery or equipment used
in connection with construction operations which can be driven by energy in any

form other than manpower, including all types of motor vehicles when used in the
construction process on any construction site, regardless of whether such
construction site be located on-highway or off-highway.
(7)

"Property plan" means the vertical line through the property line which determines

the property boundaries in space.
(8)

"Unnecessary, excessive or offensive noise" means, in the absence of specific

maximum noise levels, a noise level which exceeds the ambient noise level by 5 dBA

or more, when measured at the nearest property line or, in the case of multiplefamily residential buildings, when measured anywhere in one dwelling unit with
respect to a. noise emanating from another dwelling unit or from common space in

the same building.
(e)

"Zoning districts" shall be as defined and described in Title 18 of this code.

(Ord. 668 5 2, 1978)

9.36.030 - Specific maximum noise levels.
(a)

Except as modified in subsections (c) and (d) below, it is unlawful for any person to operate any

machinery or equipment, pump, fan, air-conditioning apparatus, or similar mechanical device or
2t5
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any radio receiving set, musical instrument, phonograph, television set, or other similar device in
any manner so as to create any noise which would cause the noise level at the property plane of

the property from which the noise is emitted to exceed the following values:
TABLE

Zoning District

Time

R-1-A, R-1, R-2

10

R-1-4, R-1, R-2

7

Sound Level dBA
a.m.

50

a.m.-10 p.m.

55

P

c

10

P,

c

7

(b)

p.m.-7

1

p.m.-7

a.m.

60

a.m.-10 p.m.

70

lf the measurement location is on a boundary between two zoning districts, the lower sound
level shall apply.

(c)

The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to construction or demolition work performed

during the following times: Monday through Fridays from seven a.m. to five p.m.; and Saturdays
and Sundays from ten a.m. to five p.m.; provided, that all powered construction equipment is
equipped with intake and exhaust mufflers recommended by the manufacturers thereof; and
provided, further, pavement breakers and jackhammers shall also be equipped with acoustical
attenuating shields or shrouds recommended by the manufacturers thereof. ln lieu of or in the
absence of manufacturer's recommendations, the town engineer shall have the authority to

prescribe such means of accomplishing maximum noise attenuation as he deems to be in the
public interest, considering the available technology and economic feasibility. Additionally, the
provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to motorized landscape equipment (lawn mowers,
shears, and similar equipment), excepting gas powered leaf blowers, operated during the

following times. Monday through Friday from seven a.m. to five p.m. and Saturdays and Sundays
from ten a.m. to five p.m.
(d)

The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to any burglar alarm or other emergency
signalling device, nor to any standby machinery or equipment necessarily operated in
emergency situations.

(e)

It shall be unlawful for any person to operate a gas powered leaf blower within the town except

on Monday through Friday from eight a.m. to five p.m. and on Saturdays and Sundays from ten
a.m. to four p.m. This provision shall not apply to on-duty town staff while on town property or
3/5
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other public property in the normal course of their duties. The provisions of subsection (a) shall
not apply to gas powered leaf blowers.
(f)

It shall be unlawful for any person who operates any leaf blower within the town to allow any
leaves, dirt or any other debris

to enter the storm drain system All leaves, dirt, or any other

debris blown on to public property or in the public right-of-way must be cleaned up and
removed.

Violations ofjeetien_9.36.030(e) or (f) regarding leaf blowers shall be subject to an enforcement

(e)

process that includes, but is not limited to, a verbal or written cease and desist warning. Any

violation of subsection (e) or (f) shall constitute an infraction. Each calendar day any such

violation is committed or permitted to continue shall constitute a separate offense and shall be
punishable as such.
(Ord. 668

5

3, 1978; Ord. 952, 5 1 (Exh. A), 4-5-201 6)

9.36.040 - General noise regulations

Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, and in addition thereto, it is unlawfulfor any
person without justification to make or continue, or cause to permit to be made or continued, any
unnecessary, excessive or offensive noise, as defined in Section 9.36.020(8), which disturbs the peace or

quiet of any neighborhood or which causes discomfort or annoyance to any reasonable person of normal
sensitiveness residing in the area. The standards which shall be considered in determining whether a

violation of this section exists shall include, but not be limited to:
(1)

The level of the noise;

(2)

Whether the nature of the noise is usual or unusual;

(3)

Whether the origin of the noise is natural or unnatural;

(4)

The level of the background noise, if any;

(s)

The proximity of the noise to residential sleeping facilities;

(6)

The nature and zoning of the area within which the noise emanates;

(7)

The density of the inhabitation of the area within which the noise emanates;

(8)

The time of the day or night the noise occurs;

(e)

The duration of the noise; and

(10)

Whether the noise is recurrent, intermittent or constant.

(Ord. 668 g 4,1978)

9.36.050 - Variances.

4t5
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Where practical difficulties, unnecessary hardship, or results inconsistent with the purposes of this

chapter may result from a strict application of the requirements of this chapter, a variance from such
requirements may be granted as provided in Chapter 18,28 of this code.
(Ord. 668 5 8, 1978)

9.36.060 - Violation-Penalty.
A violation of any provisions of

this chapter shall constitute a misdemeanor. Each calendar day any such

violation is committed or permitted to continue shall constitute a separate offense and shall be punishable
as such.

(Ord. 668 5 5, 1978)

9.36.070 - Violation-Additiona I remedies.
As an additional remedy, the operation or maintenance of any device, instrument, vehicle or machinery
in violation of any provision of this chapter shall be deemed and is declared to be a public nuisance and

may be subject to summary abatement, to a restraining order, or to a (temporary or permanent) injunction
issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.
(Ord. 668

S

6, 1978)

9.36.080 - Violation-Enforcement by private action.
ln addition to the other remedies specified herein, any person affected or whose property is affected by
a violation of

this chapter, which shall be established according to the standards contained in this chapter,

shall have a direct right of action against the violator in any court of competent jurisdiction for the
abatement of such violation and/or to recover not to exceed five hundred dollars plus court costs and
reasonable attorney fees for each day a violation has occurred, provided such action is commenced not

later than sixty days from the date of such violation.
(Ord. 668

S

7, 19781
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Public comments received regarding leaf blowers

Rebecca Vaughn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Louis Smith < chapmanprk@att.net>
Tuesday, November 2l,2Ot7 6:42 PM
Rebecca Vaughn
Noise Ordanance

Hello,
ln general, I believe that there should be noise ordinance that is cons¡stent with work ordinance. I for one observed my
neighbor blowing leaves and could not hear the blower's gas engine at 100 feet. I found out the brand name and
purchased one. I own a third of an acre and am about ready to retire. My driveway and street cannot be efficiently
swept or raked using hand tools.

Corte Madera is made up of many hills and housing developments. Sound does not travel consistently throughout. My
neighbor is slightly higher on the hill than I and the freeway is obvious from that house while I do not hear it at my house
only 60 feet away.
I believe that the people that are complaining live in tighter quarters on much smaller lots or even apartments. ln my
mind these issues should be addressed at the microclimate level through neighborhood groups or apartment
management.

Based on the comments on Nextdoor, I think it is the same small group of people living in apartment situations that are
asking for noise control. I have lived in the Twin Cities since 1-968. I never complained about fire horns, church bells,
sirens, babies crying or loud music. How about keeping the character as it has been for a small town with friendly

neighbors that help each other, discuss issues, and mind their own business.
Louis Smith
67 Buena Vista Ave
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March 1,2016
Dear Council Members,
Below is a long explanation of the reasons I feelyou should impose a ban on alltypes of leaf
blowers in residential areas throughout our beautiful and peacefulTown. I am passionate
about this due to the wide spread use of them all around my house, neighborhood and just
about everywhere I walk and hike in Town. The incessant noise from both gas and electric
blowers is unbearable and completely destroys any sense of peace of mind. Residents have the
right to enjoy our environment without fear of toxic pollution or physically damaging noise
levels. These rights should be valued more than the simple desire of gardeners to purportedly
expend less time and physical energyto do basic clean up.
I am away on business so will not be able to attend tonight's meeting. I sincerely appreciate
your time in reading and consideringthe information I have written below. I look forward to
reading the minutes from the meeting and plan to participate in the ongoing discussions
regarding the design and implementation of an ordinance dealing with the serious problems
that leaf blowers are creating in our Town.

Regards,
Karl Spurzem
++++++++++++++++++++++
1. SEVERE AIR POTLUTION IMPACTS
FROM EMISSIONS:
Here is an excerpt from a Washington Post article you can find easily online:
"ln leaf blowers, two-stroke engines have been shown to emit contaminants comparable to
large automobiles. A20tL test by the car experts at Edmunds showed that "a consumer-grade
leaf blower emits more pollutants than a 6,200-pound 20LL Ford F-L50 SVT Raptor." The
company subjected a truck, a sedan, a four-stroke and a two-stroke leaf blower to automotive
emissions tests and found that under normal usage conditions
- alternating the blower
between high power and idle, for example
the
two-stroke
engine
emitted nearly 299 times
the hydrocarbons of the pickup truck and 93 times the hydrocarbons of the sedan. The blower
emitted many times as much carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides as well. The four-stroke
engine performed significantly better than the two-stroke in most of the categories, but still far
worse than the car engines." The Los Angeles chapter of the American Lung Association has
produced research to illustrate how gas leaf blowers generate as much pollution in one hour as
a car driven for L00 miles produces."
FROM RESULTING TOXIC DUST CLOUDS:
Here is info on the problem with the dust, etc that the both electric and gas blowers kick up
from another informative website - "Why all the concern over a modest-sized, hand held piece
of machinery? Well, these devices have become notorious for noisily stirring up dangerous dust

including airborne feces, allergens, molds, and pollens. Allof these pollutants aggravate allergy

and asthma problems. One study conducted by the American Lung Association examined types
of materials or toxins found in street dust. Found among the particulates examined were traces
of arsenic, cadmium, chromium, nickel, and mercury."
These dangerous dust clouds are created by both Gas and Electric blowers which is a fact that
has been ignored in all of the Council discussions that I am aware of. Given the dangerous

particles in dust clouds (more dangerous that exhaust) described above, and the potential
health issues they create, I would hope that council members consider including electric
blowers in a ban as well. I am a life long asthmatic so this is a very important issue for me.
2. NOISE POLLUTION
One of the most disturbing features of leaf blowers is the major contribution that they make to
noise pollution. The Zero Air Pollution Los Angeles (ZAPLA) states that leaf blower use at one
residence impacts eight to fourteen neighbors. According to the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, the noise induced by leaf blowers at 90 decibels exceeds the threshold of
danger at 85 decibels and can seriously impair hearing. Leaf blowers are used mainly in
residential areas where many types of residents are exposed to their pollutants and noise. This
population includes homemakers, ret¡rees, day sleepers, young toddlers, the ¡ll or disabled, and
pets.
Noise interferes with communication, sleep, and work. The U.S. EPA says noise degrades quality
of life by impairing communication and social interaction; reducing the accuracy of work,
particularly complex tasks; and creating stressful levels of frustration and aggravation that last
even when the noise has ceased.

There is a sense of hypocrisy in that gardeners who use them are almost always wearing ear
protectors and many wear face mask filters. They understand the dangers from noise and air
pollutants but show no compassion for others around them who aare forced to suffer from it

the attached photo I took last year of a maintenance worker using one next to a classroom
door at Hall Middle School DURING class in the middle of the day with wind blowing about 10
mph. He has a dust mask and ear protectors on but some how the school administration thinks
it ís ok to use it around young children.
See

3. CONSISTENT HIGH WINDS IN CORTE MADERA
There is no need to elaborate just how windy Corte Madera is throughout the year with both
coastal storms and normal flow of fog over the ridges that happens from the Spring into the
Fall. At the last meeting on this proposed ordinance it was suggested by some council
members that gardeners should be required to use the blowers in such a way as to controlthe
dust clouds from entering neighboring yards or public areas. With or without Corte Madera
winds, the idea that dust clouds can be controlled seems pretty far fetched so I am hopeful that
such a remedy is not suggested again.

4. MAKING DUST AND DEBRIS SOMEONE ELSE'S PROBLEM

Gardeners blow material into the street making it the Town's problem to clean up and into
neighboring yards for other residents to deal with. This behavior is a major problem for our
storm drains that flow into the lagoons and the bay as well as creating more work for the Town
to clean it up
lf you observe gardeners, they mostly use rakes to pull material onto hard surfaces and then
use blowers to either blow the material into the street or other neighboring areas. From what
see around Madera Gardens, if there isn't enough materialto make a measurable pile, only

I

abouthalfofthegardenerslseeactuallytrytocleanupthemess. Therestlhaveseenblow
the material as they walk out into the middle of Lakeside Drive in attempts to get the leaves
away from their client's house because the wind is so strong and it is the only way to keep them
from getting blown back before the gardener leaves. Some have even had to move out of the
way for oncoming cars, like mine. I hope you believe me because it has happened to me many
times.

5. THE CENTRAL MARIN

POLICE HAVE MUCH MORE IMPORTANT THINGS TO DO THAN

RESPOND TO NOISE COMPTAINTS
The CMPA made it clear at the Aug. 2015 meeting that restricted time limits on the use of leaf
blowers in San Anselmo were not working the way officials had hoped. Calls for noise
complaints in San Anselmo have increased measurably and critical crime fighting hours are
being wasted on such calls. I realize that CMPA is actively seeking changes in the way violators
can be dealt with so I won't go into this anymore than this. ljust hope the Council will embrace
the advice of the CMPA, more so than what appeared to be the case at the August meeting.

There are more reasons but these are the most important
THE ARGUMENT SUPPORTING LEAF BLOWERS
1. RAKESANDBROO MS TAKE TOO LONG

On the other side of the equation is the argument that traditional methods of cleaning up
leaves and debris take too long. That is a very subjective and arguably erroneous
statement. The vast majority of residential use of leaf blowers, either electric or gas, are for
small areas such as driveways, side yards, sidewalks and front porches - areas of hard surfaces.
Using a blower that can generate winds at over L00 mph in such small areas seems counter
intuitive to actually trying to clean. Use in planter beds is not really effective since they stir up

more debris than would generally want to be cleaned up. Master Gardeners argue that
removing leaves and plant material from planter beds is actually detrimental to the soil and
plant health by reducingthe nutrients that come from biodegradation of plant
material. Gardeners then go apply fertilizers when their plants start to show signs of
deteriorating health. These fertilizers end up in the drainage water that ends up in our lagoons
and the Bay. That is not a good trade off in my view for obvious reasons.
My point is, the use of rakes and brooms in such small areas around a normal house is more
efficient on many levels in my view and can take less time given that blowers and can create
more mess than they clear thereby causing gardeners to use them longer than should be

necessary. I see this all the time around my house. Gardeners repeatedly go over the same
ground as they walk around because stuff goes all over the place. Especially on a typically
windy day.
2. COSTS TO HOMEOWNERS WILL RISE AS GARDENERS CHARGE MORE FOR TAKING LONGER
This is merely conjecture and seems more like a threat by professional gardeners to make you
feel that banning blowers will make residents angry should gardeners raise prices if they can't
use blowers. The hidden agenda in my view is that they would have to work harder without
using blowers so they don't want to give them up. Speed as a trade-off for serious pollution is
just not right.

or read anywhere that gardeners who don't use blowers charge anything
different or take any longer than those who do. I would argue that there are hundreds of
gardening services in Southern Marin and they are always competing aggressively for business
so I would be surprised if they would change their pricing at all. Even if they did, how much are
we talking about? Has anyone asked that question? Gardeners who make that claim need to
show hard evidence that a ban would have material, negative impact on their business. lf they
claim that it will, then you should demand that they provide a quantitative analysis of the
negative impacts a ban would have on their business. You just can't put such an argument out
there without supporting evidence whereas there is ample evidence to ban them.
I have not seen, heard

3. THOSE BOTHERED BY NOISE AND POTLUTION SHOULD SIMPTY APPROACH THEIR
NEIGHBOR AND ASK THEM POLITELYTO STOP USING THE BLOWER (OR ASK THEM TO TEIL
THEIR GARDENERS TO STOP USING THEMI
To ask a resident to essentially confront his/her neighbor and ask them to stop using a blower
puts everyone in a very awkward and potentially confrontational situation. Most often it is not

your immediate neighbor that is using a blower or it is a gardener using a blower when the
customer is not home (which is most frequently the case, and quite possibly intentional). That
is not a solution in my mind at all and could very likely create more problems than originally
existed. Not everyone is in love with their neighbors as you know.
POSSIBLE EXEMPTIONS

1. MUNICIPAL/COMMERCIAL USE
Due to the large areas needed to be maintained by city workers and commercial property
owners, an exemption for such use should be a consideration. The problem will be when such
use comes within close proximity to neighboring residential property. Consideration should be
given to establishing a buffer zone of several hundred feet for such situations to protect
residential property owners from the air pollution. Unfortunately, there is no remedy for the
noise pollution for those who may live in such areas.
CONCLUSION

Corte Madera needs to protect the health (both physically and mentally) and well-being of
town residents and enact a ban on both Gas and Electric powered Leaf Blowers. The facts
stated above are real and need to be given serious consideration. Just because someone wants

to have all hardscape on the property free of all manner of debris 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, doesn't give them the right to create so many environmental and health problems for
those who live around them. Brooms and rakes are ancient tools that work just fine.
The CMPA needs to be given the tools to write monetary citations rather than referring
offenders as current ordinances require. The enforcement process needs to be greatly
streamlined and made more efficient and effective for all involved. Responding to noise
complaints driven by time restricted use has to rank near the bottom of the list of activities that
we would want our Police spending time on.
Simply increasing the restricted hours of use does little to nothing to solve anything. As has
been seen in San Anselmo, increased restrictions have actually made matters worse by pitting
neighbors against each other requiring the CMPA to get involved.
Banning simply gas powered blowers solves only one problem: dangerous pollution 2-cycle
engines create. That is why 2-cycle motorcycles were banned from street use decades ago.
Electric blowers can be just as loud and powerful than most gas powered and create the same
toxic dust clouds. Allowing continued use of electric blowers does not mitigate any of the other
issues raised above.
Thanks for reading and for your support for improving the amazing environment we all live in

Rebecca Vaughn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Ed Grammens <egrammens@comcast.net>
Monday, August 03, 2015 3:l-4 PM

Rebecca Vaughn
JoAnne Powell

Subject:

City of Corte Madera Ordinance being considered Tuesday 8/4/15
powered leaf blowers and eliminating general noise regulations

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up

-

banning gas

Flagged

Rebecca,
I understand that the City is considering adopting a ban on gas powered leaf blowers - and in connection with that,
eliminating noise regulations related to non-powered noise disturbances that is presently part of a noise ordinance that has
been in place for decades. I also understand from the packet that the police are the ones advocating a complete ban for
citizens over the objections of many of the citizens that they serve, yet they advocate a waiver for the City. ln addition the
Police are advocating the latter change in part because they anticipate there will be a large increase in complaints ("service
calls") that they are required to deal with under the current regulations and they cite an increase occurring in San Anselmo
after San Anselmo instituted a similar change as evidence that that will happen here too.

First I am not opposed to regulating gas leaf blowers and believe reasonable hours and equipment regulations would be more
appropriate, however the City while considering enacting this regulation to apply to citizens only citing noise and emissions as
the reason, wants to exempt the City from these very regulations to limit noise and emissions. lt is my opinion that whatever
regulations might be imposed need to apply universally to all including the City. Secondly I don't think because the Police
anticipate more service calls as a result of the ordinance that their responsibilities should be reduced - after all it's pure
speculation based on San Anselmo where the complaints out number Corte Madera and Larkspur 20:t.

My second and greater concern relates to the elimination of noise regulations related to non-powered noise
disturbances. Here again, the sponsor is the Police department who under the present rules are responsible to assist citizens
with their neighbors' noise issues. And here again, the Police and town staff cite having to respond to complaints by the
same subjects over and over." Because of a few complainers that may comprise t/LO of 1% of citizens or less, the Central
Marin Police Authority feels that this section is ambiguous and unenforceable as it stands." lt is my opinion that the way they
"feel" isn't sufficient reason to eliminate this regulation. One disturbing aspects of the Police and staff recommendations ¡s
they are suggesting that noise issues with neighbors be dealt with as civil matters ie. file a legal action. Here is one proposed
change to the draft ordinance modification":
"This ordinance does not contain a general noise regulation, however nothing in this ordinance shall preclude anyone from
seeking civil action or criminal prosecution under Section 415 California Penal Code, with regards to noise disturbances not
covered in this ordnance" .

far as I am concerned, this is unacceptable to shift the Police's responsibility under the current regulations regarding
policing noise to a civil court where the citizens would bear LOO% of the cost to police the noise in their neighborhoods. Are
neighbors now going to have to hire expert witnesses to install legally calibrated decibel meters and recording equipment and
take all of this to court to resolve neighborhood noise issues?
As

According to the staff report, the Police go on to state "Current wording of the general noise Regulation contains ambiguous
terms which lead to discrepancies between individual interpretations." Yet the Police provide no explanation of or solution to
the "ambiguous terms" or what the "discrepancies between individual ¡nterpretations" are. lf ¡t ¡s indeed ambiguous and
unenforceable then explain what is ambiguous and specifically what is unenforceable and draft appropriate modifications for
the community and civic leaders to consider to remedy those concerns. Just because the Police don't like dealing with of a
1

'

few specific complainers is not reason enough to reduce the Police responsibilities in this area through wholesale scraping of

the noise regulations.
With regard to misdemeanor vs. administrative citation under this section of the ordinance, this seems like

a reasonable

change to request.

don't believe it's in the community's interests nor fair to 99.99% of the citizens to eliminate this provision based on a few
complainers and speculation that Police service calls might increase our area like the report claims they did in San Anselmo
based on the leaf blower ordinance. However, if the city staff and Police want to discuss clarifying and potentially correct
deficiencies in the provisions, that could be constructive and beneficial to the community and the Police. I think all citizens
would be open to reviewing the regulations and making them more workable if there are issues. By way of example only as I
am not a policy writer or attorney, if the Police have repeat complaints from a particular citizen, then modify the regulations
to say that an objective determination following some protocol has to be made as to whether the complaints are legitimate or
not. lf they are legitimate cite the offender, if they are not legitomate cite the citizen who repeartly complaints - both could
possibly be an administrative citation.
I

Sincerly,
Ed Grammens & JoAnne Powell
238 Summit Drive
Corte Madera,CA94925
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Rebecca Vaughn
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Jacques Yenni <jy@jdya.com>
Monday, August 03, 201-5 3:23 PM
Rebecca Vaughn
Noise Ordinance Proposal

Follow up
Flagged

Hi Rebecca,
I strongly feel that relieving the police department of their responsibility to respond to noise complaints (which don't seem to be all that
frequent) is not a good way to tackle the issue. In addition if we're going to ban gas powered leaf blowers the city should also be subject to
the ban.
P.S. I would like to see drive byes by the police department up on the hill to monitor the parking that is an issue. It seems that they don't
come up here for months.

for

months.

I

Thanks

Jacques Yenni

4t5 5t5 2228
300 Summit Dr
Corte Madera CA94925
jy@jdya.com
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Rebecca Vauqhn
From:

Matt < matt66sullivan@yahoo.com

Sent:
To:

Monday, August 03, 2015 3:40 PM
Rebecca Vaughn
Leaf blower ordinance

Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

>

Follow up
Flagged

just wanted to write to say that l'm not in favor of this ordinance to limit gas blowers.We do not have a noise issue with
it, it will limit our ability to clean our yards, and the enforcement of the noise will be difficult and frankly a nuisance ln
and of itself. I would rather see our police enforce more pressing issues like regulating parking on the streets for the new
Wincup apartments
I

Sincerely,

Matt Sullivan
214 Chapman Dr.
Corte Madera,

1

Rebecca Vauqhn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura von Waldburg <tezuoli@gmail.com >
Tuesday, August 04,20L5 6:16 AM
Rebecca Vaughn

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up

Noise Ordinance

Flagged

Hello,
I'm unable to attend the Town Council meeting tonight. However, I wanted to write in to support
ordinance that includes banning gas powered leaf blowers.

a noise

I live on Lakeside drive and have 2 small children. Everyday day, throughout the day, I can hear leaf blowers
going. It is incredibly annoying and it does interfere with naps.
Additionally, when I'm out with the kids for walks we often encounter a person leaf blowing. We have to wait
for them to notice us before we can pass and the fumes from the leaf blower are awful.
Pleased help to make our neighborhood a more pleasant place to be by banning the use of gas powered leaf

blowers.
V/e have a lovely yardthatwe maintain with a battery powered leaf blower and rake. It takes no additional
effiort on our part to use these tools.
Thanks,

Lauravon Waldburg
4t5-310-2957
38 Lakeside Drive

1

Rebecca Va
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

hn
Steve Kepple <stevekepple@me.com>
Tuesday, August 04,2015 12:31 PM
Rebecca Vaughn

Proposed changes to Town's Noise Ordinance

Rebecca,

My wife and I reside at674 Redwood Ave and I currently serve as the president of the Christmas Tree Hilldwellers
Association.

would like to register our opposition the banning of leaf blowers as well as the amending of the town's noise ordinance
as currently proposed.
I

While I do not own or operate a leaf blower, I do use chainsaws, compressors, pneumatic tools and other woodworking
equipment in and around our house. I fear that regulations targeting specific tools create a dangerous precedent for the
banning of any number of other noise-producing tools so i would like to see this one defeated outright.
I personally find leaf blowers to be an annoying and lazy alternative to raking and sweeping of leaves and debris, but
feel that they should be allowed since they don't infringe on the liberties of others any more than many of the other
tools that homeowners and contractors use to build and maintain the neighborhoods we enjoy.
Thanks for considering our opinions in this matter
Steve Kepple

970-390-9632

1
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Rebecca Vauqhn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Adamson < badamson@barbaraadamson.com >
Tuesday, August 04,20L5L.,27 PM
Rebecca Vaughn
Proposed Noise Ordinance Changes

Hello,

It is my understanding that there are proposed changes to the noise ordinance in regards to being able to call the police
with problems. Thankfully I have never had to call with a problem but I do believe that citizens should be able to ask for
their help if needed.
I am

not able to attend the meeting tonight so I wanted to voice my opinion about this matter

Thank you,
Barbara Adamson
238 A Summít Drive
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Rebecca Vaughn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Peter Hensel <ptrhensel@comcast.net>
Tuesday, August 04,2015 3:21 PM
Carla Condon (Carla Condon); bobravasio@comcast.neü'Sloan

Bailey'; Diane Furst;

Michael Lappert
Rebecca Vaughn
Public Hearing Tonite/Proposed Revisions To Noise Ordinance
Follow up
Flagged

LET'S NOT RUSH TONITE on this important issue needing advance public notice so as to draw input from broad segments
of the citizenry in accord with a properly not¡ced public hearing.

Police just released

their report on recommended Noise Ordinance Revisions last Friday--a detailed 3O-page report
proposed
dealing with
changes to Municipal Code. THE PUBLIC NEEDS MORE TIME to digest the contents relating to the
possibility of (1-) regulating leafblowers and (2) de-regulat¡ng the "unnecessary, excessive or offensive noises" made by a
person or person(s)
Police recommend that the latter kind of noise no longer be subject to decibel readings and/or police misdemeanor
citation. Essentially, Section 9.36.040-General Noise Regulations would removed from code. Why?

Why are police recommendîng this important change that could have disruptive effect on the ambiance of tranquil
neighborhoods? ls it to save response man hours and eliminate complaints which police increasingly tend to view as
frivolous?
Doesn't such a sweeping change conflict directly with Corte Madera's Declaration of Policy (9.36.010): "lt shall be the
policy of the town to prohibit unnecessary, excessive annoying noises from all sources. At certain levels noises are
detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of the citizenry and in the public interest should be systematically
proscribed."
Such a sweeping changes to the Noise Ordinance--gutting Section 9.36.O4O-General Noise Regulations from Code--

should not be put on a fast track for approval tonight.
The public needs more time to evaluate police recommendations, formulate questions and schedule personal time to
attend a FULL PLUBLIC HEARING ANNOUNCED AT LEAST TWO WEEKS lN ADVANCE.

Tonight's public hearing is a rush job that does not serve community--both for the controversial subject of regulating
leafblowers and for proposed changes to the General Noise Ordinance.

Rebecca Vaughn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

O'Brien <elwoodo@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, August 04,20L5 3:48 PM
Rebecca Vaughn
Robert E. O'Brien
Leaf Blower ban. NO.
Robert

E.

Follow up
Flagged

Town Council
Stop wasting the citizens' money in pursuing a ban on garden leaf blowers. They not a problem. So there no need to ban

them.
lf a ban is passed, no one will observe it. No one in the town will enforce it. lf the town tr¡es to enforce a ban, they will
be labeled racist and anti-business. The town will be sued.
It will lose the suit. So again, another black eye for the town.
lf the few precious privileged nappers who are annoyed by the blower don't like them, they can surely shut their
windows for the short period of time it takes for gardeners to do their work. The horror of the noise and dust will soon
pass.

Robert O'Brien
1L Lakeside Drive, Corte Madera, CA.
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Rebecca Vaughn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julia Hart <jhart946@gmail.com >
Tuesday, August 04,2015 6:52 PM
Rebecca Vaughn
Leafblower Ban and Town Ordinances/Noise

Hello Rebecca:
Both of the above are issues that I would like to comment on but giving
residents less than twelve hours notice to do so does not seem quite fair.

I hope thatthe Town Council will postpone any vote on
banning Leafblowers as well as any amendment to Noise Ordinance
9.36.040 until such time as residents have an opportunity to provide their
input.
Thank you.

Julia Hart
924-3r09
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Sent Certified #7013 1710 0000 39137777

September

29,20ts

Madera Town Manager
To: Lt, Michael Norton, central Marin Police Authority; David Bracken, corte
From: Peter Hensel

Surroundings
Subject: Corte Madera's General Plan Upholds Citizens' Rights To Quiet Residential

Hello Lt. Norton & Town Manager Bracken,
and thorough reading' lt
The Noise Element of the current Corte Madera General Plan bears a close
police Author¡ty decision making as it presents a blueprint
should never be ignored in Central Marin
planning.
going forward as to how Corte Madera wishes to meld noise control into land use
me further Marin Police
suspect that neither of you consulted the GP Noise Element before denying
the 19 Pixley townhouse
Author¡ty patrol response to continued Municipal Noise Ordinance violations at
I

complex pool. So now is the time to revisit this important working document'
police
will recall, Lt, Norton wrote to me on August 24,20L5 withdrawing my right to
determined that all
protection and response regarding 1"9 Pixley noise issues. He also stated CMPA had
(by subjective field
my noise complaints on record--51 in the past2%years---had been determined
sound measurement
officer evaluation) to be groundless and wíthout merit. However, no objective

As you both

data was offered to support CMPA's decision'

that he had approved the
ln an email dated Augus t !2, zors,Town Manager David Bracken confirmed
written guarantees stating
CMpA,s August 24 denial of service letter---effectively reversing two earlier
"rest assured, pol¡ce will always respond".
For your convenience and review, you

will find my rebuttal of CMPA's denial of service included

as

attachment to this letter.
policy from the 2009 Corte Madera
Today I wish to shed some more light on this ongoing issue by citing
Town land use policy document
General plan, Appendix D "Noise study". I contend that this important
right should be immediately
this
to police response and bolsters my case as to why
reaffirms my right
reinstated.

My reasoning is as follows.
policy decisions. Specifically, the
The 2009 General plan is corte Madera's current blueprint for land use
,,Noise Study" provides clear direction as to the Town's intent to reduce excessive noise
Appendix D
Further, this Noise
from new projects so as to conform to the California Environmental Quality Act.
expense, by a respected
Element of the General Plan was commissioned and prepared, at Town
consulting firm versed in acoustical science, J, C, Brennan & Associates'

means disregards
While the primary focus of the document is on new uses and new projects, it by no
the noise standards for old uses and old projects.
Purpose of the Noise Element'

the planning area whose noise environment are deemed
sensitive"'. (P. 1, Noise
acceptable and also those locations throughout the community deemed 'noise

,,To protect those ex¡sting regions of

Element).

for "noise
ln fact, if anything, Corte Madera's current Noise Element sets maximum allowable standards
Code,
Municipal
Town's
the
in
sensitive" residential areas that are even stricter than those delineated
professional municipal sound
last revised in 1g7g. This is likely because the people at J.c. Brennan are
population pressures exerted
growth
and
given
continued
engineers and analysts. They recognize that
need to deal
upon suburban areas, noise pollution is and will be a growing problem that municipalities
with pro-activelY.
,,Noise in the community has often been cited as being a health problem, not ln terms of actual
and
physiological damages such as hearing impairment, but in terms of inhibiting general well'being
from
arise
community
to stress and annoyance. The health effects of noise in the

contr¡but¡ng

interference with human act¡v¡t¡es such as sleep, speech, recreation and tasks demanding
concentrat¡on or coordination." (P. 3, Noise Element)'
for corte Madera's
Therefore the Noise Element goes on to set certain maximum noise level allowances
are
standards
Those
variously zoned districts, both now and for the future life of the General Plan,
not. Thus on
divided into two categories: areas affected by continualtraffic noise and those that are
Page 7, we find these maximum allowances:
Table 4.6.2 Maximum Noise Levels For New Uses Affected By Non-Transportation Noise.

AllResidential

outdoor Act¡vity Area-Leq (Equivalent or energy-averaged sound level)
Daytime:50 dBA.
Night-Time:45 dBA.
be applied
lmmediately below Table 4.6.2 are defined coverage areas where these standards are to

(1) Outdoor act¡vity areas for single family residential use are defined as backyards. For large
parcels or residences with no clearly defined outdoor activity area, the standard shall be
applicable within as 100 foot radius of the residence'
(2) For multi-family residential uses, the exterior noise level standard shall be applied at the
common outdoor recreation area, such as at pools, play areas or tennis courts, Where such
patios and balconies of the
areas are not provided, the standards shall be applied at individual
development, (P. 7, Noise Element)'
please note that this regulations make no distinction between noises generated by a person or persons

Madera's current Noise
and those noises emanating from powered equipment. So, according to Corte
hours--as is so
Element, voices raised in loud and repetit¡ve screaming and yellíng lasting for several

pool*-would be equally in violation
often the case with groups of uncontrolled children at the 19 Pixley
as, say, pool users employing boom boxes or portable radios'
sources as potentially equal in
ln fact, the Noise Element treats excessive noise from díverse sound
noxious impacts and it accordingly applies the same democratic remedy:

by 5 dBA for sounds
General: The Table 17,2 olthe Goals and Policies) standards shall be reduced
sounds." (P.25, Noise Element)'
consisting primarily of speech or music, and for recurring impulsive
Point is:
gets a free pass to make as

groups of persons
under the current Noise Element guidelines, no person or
they Lesbian-Gay-Bisexualmuch noise as they want in Corte Madera's residential areas--be
oR, as is this case, the unchecked
Transgender (LGBT), Grey Panthers, soldier/veterans of Desert storm

shrill kid screamers at the 19 Pixley pool'
,,ln addition to the A-weighted noise level, other factors should be considered in establishing criteria
such as whistles'
for noise sensitive land uses. For exampte, sounds with noticeable tonal content
A-weighted
the
than
annoying
more
horns, droning or high pitched sounds (italics mine) may be

sound levelalone suggests." (P.4, Noise Element )'

governs new land uses within the Town'
Now, one may reasonably ask, given that the Noise Element
(2) the revision of the Noise
where is the relevance to both (1) my denial of cMPA service and also
Ordinance now underway at Council's direction?
The relevance is simPlY this:
Noise Ordinance should be brought
The Noise Element sets dírection as to Town policy and a revised
in language in the
into conformity with the Noise Element. tf there are loopholes and ambiguities
(e.g' whether the noise is "natural
current Noise ordinance that currently preclude police enforcement
,,usual or unusual"...or. whetherthe offended citizen has "normal sensitivities" orthe
or unnatural,,,
as the Noise Ordinance is updated
obverse), then the muddy language of 9.36.040 should be eliminated

ordinance..
To the end, of course, that police could then enforce the Noise
use by parents
Regarding the existíng 19 pixley pool nuisance and its current unregulated/unmonitored
standards or basic norms of
& children who don,t observe either widely accepted municipal noise
to
"grandfather" (allow) excessive
it makes no rational sense for the Town

neighbor-to-neighbor civility,

in areas of new land use
noise levels at 19 Pixley and yet require Noise Element conformance
standards?
noise
throughout the Town, Shouldn't all citizens be held to the same
Zoning ordinance, may be
The 19 Pixley pool's poor siting, which violated guidelines of the 1958
,,grandfathered,,-though that is certainly debatable-- but its excessíve noise levels clearly are not. Nor
proactive role in managing this nuisance'
should they be "grandfathered". The Town now should take a

ongoing for the Past three Years.
PSH-5,2 (1) should be
Further, the 100-foot noise impact radius defined in Noise Element Policy
That is especially
neighbors.
respected by pixley townhouse residents in consideration of close willow

(2) as areas where Noise
true because community pools are specifically identified in Policy PSH-5.2
Element standards for Outdoor Activity should be applied'
ln closing I ask two things'
and come up with a revised
First, please put your heads together along with the new Town attorney
quiet
enjoyment of thelr
to
Noise Ordinance that is fair to all residents and protects their right
properties guaranteed under state law, Public Resource code 46000 (e,f).

about noise violations at
secondly, please reinstate cMPA police response to my personal complaints
is
no deterrent' no brakes on
the 19 Pixley pool. Since police are no longer coming at my request, there
24 I have documented seven
incidents of disruptive pool noise behavior when they occur. Since August
me by Lt' Norton since
of these incidents with phoned cMPA log entries, the only option afforded
outbreak of "pool season"
CMpA,s denial of service. Not coincidentally, I recently suffered my third
believe these outbreaks are
I
fully
2013'
shingles, the f¡rst of which occurred in the noisy pool summer of
noise stress-related.

Sincerely,
Peter Hensel, 138 Willow Ave., Corte Madera

condon, Bob Ravasio, Diane
cc: cMpA chief Todd cuisimano; corte Madera council members carla
Furst, Sloan Bailey, Michael Lappert
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September 4,2015

Lt. Michael Norton, CMPA

250 Doherty Drive
Larkspur, CA 9493

Dear Lt. Norton,

you

in which
This is to acknowledge and comment upon your letter and email of August 24,2015
juvenile
informed me that noise issuing from the 19 Pixley townhouse complex pool is merely "normal"

pool noise, does not violate any provisions of corte Madera Municipal code and that all of my 51
merit'
complaints over the pasl2%years have now been officially deemed groundless and without

that my neighbor Julïa Hart of 742 Willow #4
to lack of
and I have combined to total over 100 noise complaints for the same period---all related
effective management at the 19 Pixley pool')
(tn the interests of completing the above picture, I will add

patrol officers
ln the same email, Lt. Norton, you also informed that Central Marin Police Authority
19
respond to any future complaints that I might make regarding noise íssuing from the

would no longer
pixley pool. Left unaddressed is whether or not CMPA will still respond to complaints by Ms' Hart,
should she call over the same recurring issue.
Lt. Norton, to summarize your con.tentions briefly, you assert

r
r
r
r

the spike in juvenile pool noise at the
not "unusual" or "unnatural",

1"9

that:

Pixley townhouse complex over the past

2/,yearsis

that I live in a dense neighborhood close to park and public facilities where there are other loud
noise sources as well as varying levels of ambient background noise,
that most pool use occurs during daylight hours,
facilities
and finally that, for ímpact evaluation purposes, the neighboring residential sleeping
on Vfillow (closest to the pool) should be considered no different than other residential
sleeping facilities arrayed throughout the wider neíghborhood.

Willow Avenue Residential Properties Are Not An Annex Of Town Park
does matter' So
Of course I reject the CMpA contentíons cited above. Proximity to loud noise source(s)
the Town Park
do decibel levels, volume, duration and pitch. We on Willow are enough separated from
you
We are
mention.
facility
we barely hear the soccer games and the action at the skateboard
so that

from the
not an outpost of Town Park as your letter seems to suggest. Further, the noise that emanates

post Office is only sporadic, happening at regular times during the day. And the noise issuing from Fire
Station is only occasional, occurring when sirens sound'

the 19
ln sum, the Willow Avenue neighborhood is a fairly quiet one, barring the local disruptions from
pixley pool. Most of our ambient dBA readings trend in the low 40's. lt does Willow residents no service
to infer, as you do obliquely, that we Willow property owners signed on for elevated noise levels when
into the neighborhood, lt doesn't have to be that way and, historically, that has not been the
we bought

noise-entirely necessaryforthe
and
functions of those facilities and is not objectionable, ln contradistinction, repetitious loud screaming
easily
which
could
phenomenon
pixley
current
pool is voluntary noise, a
yelling of children using the 19
parents,
should they choose to do so, ln too many cases these days,
adult
be modulated by supervising
case. post Office and Fire Station noise, when that occurs, is official

they don't.
Most germane, surely a causative factor in the nuisance problem is terrible pool placement-,,inharmonious,, in character--which violated the 1958 zoning ordinance. To make matters worse, that
ill-conceived siting also íncluded extremely poor desígn, locating the pool next to two vertical "echo"
walls so configured to project yells and screams out and away from 19 Pixley and toward close Willow
is also
neighbors. Today, such lack of foresight on Corte Madera's 1958 version of the Board of Design
world
have
in
today's
aggravated by an unfortunate societaltrend that may cause us much wonder:why
we devolved to such lax parenting, particularly around noise control?

CMPA's Definition Of "Normal" Needs Rethinking
vis-àThere is, in short, very little that can be considered "norinal" or "usual" about this pool's situation
noise that
vis neighborÍng properties-with no spatial buffers present. So how can the often excessive
issues from the pool be officially deemed "norma["?

property manager,
Further, children's behaviors at private community pools usually are overseen by a
get too loud,
yells
and
screams
who maintains an office onsite. The property manager can intervene if
(Larkspur Landing),
ask the children to tone it down or even leave if necessary. This is true at Serenity
is the norm. Not
Spyglass (Greenbrae) and Skylark (Larkpsur). All have onsite property managers. That
so, pixley Mews. Neither does the 19 Pixley board of residents take a firm and direct interest in
managing pool behaviors, day-to-day. Therefore, excessive noise problems continue and we on Willow
have to rely on police response to create a modulating influence'

My Rights And Other Willow Avenue Citizen Rights Are Being Violated
of
Considering the foregoing analysis and the fact that L9 Pixley noise problems persist, CMPA's denial
further police response service does negatively affect both my well-being and the peaceful enjoyment
of my property es guaranteed under state law, Public Resource Code 46000 (e, f), as well as Corte
Madera Municipal Code, Section 9.36.010, Let it be noted for the record that I suffered documented
in
attacks of shingles at the he¡ght of pool season in both 201-3 and 2014-the first ever such outbreaks
my life. I am 73 years old.

(9'36.010): "At
These are not empty words that we read in the Town's current Declaration of Policy
and in the public
certain levels noises are detrimentalto the health, safety and welfare of the citizenry
interest should be systematically proscribed." (Ord. 668-1, 1978l,'
Should the nuisance aspect of this unmonitored pool be allowed
property will be negatively affected down the road as well'

to persist, no doubt the value of my

What About The Law?
State law regarding the right to quiet residential surroundings reads as follows:

46000. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that:
(a) Excessive noise is a serlous hazard to the public heallh and
welfare,
(b) Exposure to certain levels of noise can result in
physiological, psychological, and economic damage'
{c) There is a contÌnuous and increasing bombardment of noi-se in
the urban, suburban, and ruraL areas.
(d) Government has not taken the steps necessary to provide for
the control, abatement, and prevention of unwanted and hazardous
noise.
to protect the
{e) ?he State of California has a responslbiJ.ityprevention,
and
controÌ,
the
by
citizens
íts
health and welfare of
noise.
of
abatement
(f) All Californj-ans are enti-tled to a peaceful and quiet
environmenl without the intrusion of noise whj-ch may be hazardous to
their health or welfare'
Corte Madera's municípal Noise Ordinance, Section 9.36.010 Declaration of Policy, reads:

Chapter 9.36 - NOISE
excessive and
9.36.010 - Dcclaration of policy. It shall be the policy of the town to prohibit unnecessary'
and welfare
safety
annoying noises from all sôurces. At certain levels noises are detrimental to the health,
1978)
the citizãnry and in the public interest should be systematically proscribed. (OrO. 668 $ I'

of

Both the above quoted sections of law are relevant in my case

Additionally:
properties and
Are you at CMPA aware that if police no longer respond to my calls for service, other
Pixley pool noise-res¡dents on willow Avenue also will likely be negatively impacted by high levels of 19
you
that
know
Did
namely the apartments and apartment dwellers at both 128 and 142 Willow?
between us, at 138 and L4zWillow, we count a total of peace-loving seniors in our midst?

to
Surely these are relevant facts that must not be overlooked. Therefore, I respectfully ask CMPA
reverse its denial of service decision in my case.

Objective Sound Data Has Been Omitted
(dBA) reading data,
What I find most troubling is that your denial of service is not supported by decibel
you informed me by
that ¡s to say, objective sound level readings taken by officers ¡n the field. ln fact,
email August 27:
since they are
hindsight, no decibel readings should have been taken regarding the pool noise issue
not the determining factor of whether a violation of the noise ordinance occurred."
,,ln

lf I may be permitted to say so, that assertion boggles my mind'

then current CMpA policy that noise ordínance violations be determined solely by officers'
to make as much
subjective evaluations? And that children apparently receive the CMPA carte blanche
pool noise as they want, when they want, regardless of the fact that a senior retired lady resides in a
happened objective
second floor apartment at 142 Willow just 20 feet from the pool service? What ever
Noise Levels?
allowable outdoor standards as expressed in Table 1, Section 9.36'030, Specific Maximum
Why have these gone by the board in the police evaluation process?
ls it

TABLE I
LEVEL

DISl]RICT

l-A, R-1, R-2
-l-A, R-1, R-2

I

rn.-?
a.m.

-10

a.m

p.nt

O

dBA
dBA

(duly
outdoor noise ceilings for allowable noise in residential neighborhoods
in a wide array of
registered at the property plane, as per 9.36.030) are fairly standard limits, found
U.S.
other jurisdictions. They are supported as well by the World Health Organization and the
town
Environmental Protection Agency. Yet, I have heard many times, from both police and the
the
current
being that
manager, the protestat¡on that 60 dBA is "normal conversation", the inference
for a relaxation
universally respected outdoor standards are too restrictive, However, no one advocating
limit standards bothers to add the obvious: sound levels decline over distance and that the 60

As you must know, these

of noise

dBA of normal conversations is what registers just three feet from the source'

Modern Entitlement And lncivility: The Real Culprits ln Noise Ordinance Violations?
with
We in Marin have--for a multiplicity of reasons---entered a new age of entitlement coupled
compared to decades
íncivility, where attítudes and general respect for neighbors is in steep decline for
a new and
past. Truly as a comrnunity we shoot ourselves in the foot if, at this time, we do not craft
occur as Marin
effective Noise ordinance to prepare for the inevitable interpersonal conflicts that will
adds dwelling density to accord with state growth mandates'
perhaps my particular case is forerunner and bellwether for this change in demographics. Though l've
pool noise issues until
lived in my neighborhood for 44 years, I never once complained about 19 Pixley
behavioral
setting
2013 when an influx of new families arrived---some showing little interest in

boundaries for their children.

what other Factors could Have Played lnto cMPA's Decision Making?
you may also have justified your decision to deny me further police response
situat¡on, I find that cMPA has in the
re 19 Pixley pool noise in the interests of efficiency. Analyzing the
(data
from cMPA wwebsite):
past three years decreased staff levels in the following amounts

I can only conjecture that

2OLI-2O12,49 sworn officers, 62 non-sworn
2Ot2-2013,45 sworn officers, 58 non-sworn
ZOLS-2OL4,43 sworn officers, 56 non-sworn
service
total calls for service seem to be on an uptrend in the combined
calls
service
jurisdictions,
uncategorized
area of corte Madera, Larkspur and san Ansermo. For the three
totaled 32,097 for 2013 and rose to 33,630 for 20L4'
So you are downsizing even as

8189 in 2013 to a total of 9374 in 2014---a not
For corte Madera specifiially, service calls increased from
if your denial of service to me is' at
insigníficant increase of 14 per cent' I then can't help but wonder
least in Part, a local triage issue.
is longperhaps also relevant to your decision is the fact that I have been told by CMPA officers that it
do
children
pools"'
lf
so,
on kids in
standing departmental policy that "we don't do decibel readings
the loudness'
whatever
want,
they
as
noise
much
playing in pools then get a CMPA free pass to make as
are we
then
what
ask:
pitch or duration--regardless of the effects on neighbors? shouldn't we also
the leaders of tomorrow?
teaching our kids, who of course one day will grow up and be

(subjectively) determined not
find it curious that of the 51 police responses at my behest, officers
one would expect from a group of juveniles
a single noise violation in all instances--merely, "what
policy' But, I must ask' could this
playing in a swimming pool". surely this accords w¡th unwritten cMPA
I also

also be a real case of confirmation bias?

Shuffle?
How Did Dave Bracken's well lntentioned Efforts Get Lost ln The CMPA
and my property' Town Manager Dave
Acknowledging the obviouS impacts of elevated pool noise on me
Bracken wrote to me via

email9l24lt4:

.,1t. Mainar¡s and I plan to meet with them (the 19 Pixley board and property manager) routinely to
up regarding the pool, and they are more
discuss and assess any complaints or issues that have come
basis in the summer, but certa¡nly
than happy to do that. I expect these meetings to be on a monthly
months, I also want to say that I truly believe the Board and the
less frequently through

the winter

property Manager are sincerely concerned about maintaining a peaceful relation with all the neighbors'
Rest assured that you may continue
and they will do as much as possible to maintain that relationship.
and they will always respond to
to call Central Marin Police if you have any noise or other complaints,
those comPlaints."

to deny me further
The logical question arises: Did CMPA confer with Dave Bracken before deciding
unilaterally?
is
police response on the 19 pixley continuing noise problem? Or, did CMPA take decision
Town Manager?
Who actually is running the show, Central Marin Police Authority or the Corte Madera
would be interested in knowing the answer.

I

Highlighting Present Opportunity
a noise violation exists is,
Finally, CMpA,s present disinclination to take decibel readings to determine if
noise issues keep
at best, frustrating for all complainants with problems like mine--where the same

repeating. But I do not give up hope.
noise
At present there is also opportunity. on August 4, at the hearing on proposed corte Madera

"loud and
ordinance revisions, Council charged CMPA with revising Code Section 9.36.040 concerning
clearly
become
might
unnecessary noises" made by people-toward the end that the noise ordinance
a fruitless and
and easily enforceable and police are not stuck in what you, Lt. Norton, accurately termed

frustrating response looP.
vague phrase
sincerely hope that CMpA will take that charge seriously, eliminating the existing
course seniors---míght
constructs and loopholes in 9.36.040, so that all classes of people--including of
(Section 9'36'010)'
be protected from "unnecessary, excessive and annoying noises from all sources"
I

and the many fine
ln closing, let me add that I value this dialogue with you, Lt, Norton, your department
I always stand ready to give
CMPA officers I have had the pleasure of meeting over the last2/,years,
input, if called upon, in the noise ordinance revìsion process'
Sincerely,

Peter Hensel
138 Willow Ave

Madera council
cc: cMPA Chief Todd cuisimano, capt. Jim shirk; Dave Bracken, Town Manager; corte
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children in
an over-errtitled world
By AtfsÇ'A Bowen
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1\o one wants to he the parent of a cliilcl going vilal in a vicleo,
screaming in a rest¿tttranl or tiu'olving a tantrum i¡ the cereal aisle. So
how can parents form a lbundation that fights back against ¿r cultirre iir
which it seems kicls are entitled to anything?
rlnry McCready, founcler of positive Parentiug Solutions antl ¿ruthol of "The'Mc, Me, Me'Ep-

idemic: A Step-by-Step
Guide to Rilising Capabìe,
Grateful Kids in an OverEntiiied Wo¡Ìd," talked to
us about tamping down the
scourge of entitlement. This
is an edited transcript.

a

A

Parents told me about kids

Amy McCready says,

"lf

and aitention, they're much
, lbss'likely to th¡ow a fit in

.

'

What ean pa.retìts do to curb
this, for all ages?

A

There are actually 35 tools
in the book, That is not to
sound overwhelming, just to let
parents know there are different

one-on-one time and attention. If
you're giving kids that time.and
attention, they're much less tikeþ
to throu, a fit in the grocery store.
They're much less likely to pull
these antics.
Another piece is making sure
all farnily memìrers, tocì.dlers to
teens to adults, everybody contributes. It's ñot afr€e ride for kids.
From the time the kids are little,
they need to understancl that their
contributions rnake a difference.

not being able to take ',no',
for an answer, expectiug
b¡ibes or reu'ards for expected behavior, kids who
v¡ere not willing to help out
at home,'not taking personal responsibility.
('f Wirat shouid you do as a byThe one thing I have found with \!' stander; if a chíld is baving a
all of these parents is that no qne
meltdown?
intends to raise an entitled child.
It h4ppens Òút oflove. Añ<l it.hapÂ tul
ft'! not appmpriarß or helppens when wpte sgrt ofdoing
5ìl
to.diecipline another pen
things for:oúr kids tha!:they're ac- son's cirild. \Mhat is appropriate is
tually perfec-tly capáble oT doinþ
to have empathyfor,that füom or
for thgmselvgs. Or we dcjn't want
'
PARENTTNG
PAGEz

yourre giving kids that time

,,

a

ways" l'he utost irnportant thing
that we have to do is give .our kids
what they are truly entitlecl to: our

lYhat inspired you to
wlite this book?

Most of mywork has
been around teaching
parents how to bring orrt
the best in their kids. Over
the years, this topic of err;
titlement kept coming up.

thern to erper.ience disap¡:oiutment, so lve.ste.p in and rescu.e.
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FOR MORÊ INFORMATION,

irtræ

GO'

Peter Hensel
From:
Sent:
To:

Peter Hensel < ptrhensel@comcast.net>
Tuesday, August 25,2015 4:34 PM
Carla Condon (Carla Condon); 'bobravasio@comcast.net'; Diane Furst (Diane Furst);
'Sloan Bailey'; Michael Lappert (michael lappert)

Cc:

'David Bracken';'tcuisimano@centralmarinpolice'org';
' m norton@central marinpolice.org'
Proposed Noise Ordinance Revisions---A Citizen's Draft Version
Proposed Noise Ordinance Revision.docx

Subject:

Attachments:

Hello Council,
ln the past week l've reviewed perhaps twenty ex¡sting no¡se ord¡nances, both within the
county and across the state to see what others have wr¡tten as code.
Then I took what I learned and applied ¡t ¡n a version of what might work here, as a
modernized noise ord¡nance for Corte Madera, replacing the ordinance wr¡tten and approved
in L978.
This draft vers¡on (attached) is not intended to pre-empt anything CMPA may be work¡ng up
along similar lines. I simply forward it to Council for your consideration: grassroots input from
a c¡t¡zen who for the past 21"/t years has dealt with unresolved noise problems.
Drawing from pract¡cal exper¡ence, my intent is to show how obvious problems ¡n ex¡st¡ng
code enforcement may be fixed directly by inserting new and effective language where
necessary. I hope that l've been successful in crafting such language that would (1) streamline
police response and enforcement and (2) allow officers to do a more effective noise control
job with less unproductive drain on CMPA manpower/resources.
So please have a look at the draft no¡se ordinance attachment and tell me what you think.
All proposed changes to existing code are noted and explained in italics following each revised

(or unrevised) section.
I strove as much as possible to leave any old but still workable language intact.
Respectfully,

Peter Hensel

1

proposed Corte Madera Noise Ordinance Revision, Offering Changes
Where Needed
(submitted by Peter Hensel)

9.36.010 - Declaration of policY.
It shall be the policy of the town Jo prohibit unnecessary, excessive and annoying noises from all
sources. At certain levels noises are detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of the citizenry and in the
publ¡c interest should be systematically proscribed.
(No change needed. Poticy is in accord with the principles oÍ the ndt¡onal Quiet Communities Act
1.978, now embedded in Catifornia's Public Resource Code and written as follows:

of

HEALTH AND SAFEIY CODE, SECíON 46000,
The Legislature hereby finds and declares thot:

(a) Excessive noise is a serious hozard to the public health qnd
welfare.
(b) Exposure to certain levels of noise con result in
physiological, psychological, ond economic damage.
(c) There is o continuous ond increasing bombardment of noise in

the urbon, suburban, and rurol oreas.
(d) Government hos not token the steps necessary to provide for
the control, obatement, and prevention of unwanted and hazordous
noise.
(e) The State of Colifornio has a responsibility to protect the
heotth ond welfare of its citizens by the control, prevention, ond

abatement of noise.
(f) All CaliÍornians ore entitled to a peaceful and quiet
environment without the intrusion of noise which moy be hozardous to
their heolth or welfare.
(g) It is the poticy of the stote to provide an environment for
olt Catifornians free from noise that jeopardizes their heolth or
welfare. To thot end it is the purpose of this division to establish
o means for effective coordinotion of state activit¡es in noise
control and to take such oction as will be necessary to achieve the
purposes of this section.)

9.36.020 - Definitions.
Unless the context otherwise clearly indicates, certa¡n words and phrases used in this chapter are
defined as follows:

(1)

"Ambient noise level" means the composite of noise from all sources near and far. ln this context,
the ambient noise level constitutes the normal or existing level of environmental noise at a given
location, minus the source which is the subject of enforcement.
(21

"Decibel" means a unit for measuring the relative loudness of sounds equal approximately to the
smallest degree of difference of loudness ordinarily detectable by the human ear whose range
includes approximately one hundred thirty decibels on a scale beginning with one for the faintest
audible sound.
(3)
"Noise level" means the sound level in decibels dBA measured on the A-weighted scale as defined
by the American National Standard lnstitute specifications S1.41971 or the most recent revision

thereof.
(4)

"Noise level measurement." For the purpose of enforcement of the provisions of this chapter,
noise level shall be measured on the A-weighted scale with a sound level meter satisfying at least
the applicable requirements for Type 1 sound level meters as defined in American National
Standard Section L.4-Lg7L or the most recent revisions thereof. The meter shall be set for slow
response speed, except that for impulse noises or rapidly varying sound levels, fast response
speed may be used. Priorto each measurement, the meter shall be verified, and adjusted to t0.3

decibel by means of an acoustical calibrator.
For outside measurements the microphone shall be not less than four feet above the
ground, at least four and a half feet distant from walls or similar large reflecting surfaces,
and shall be protected from the effects of wind, noises and other extraneous sounds by the
use of screens, shields or other appropriate devices. For inside measurements, the
microphone shall be at least three feet distant from any wall, and the average sound
measurement shall be determined from at least three microphone positions throughout the
room.
(3)
"Noise level" means the sound level in decibels dBA measured on the A-weighted scale as defined
by the American National Standard lnstitute specifications S1.41971 or the most recent revision

thereof.
(4)

"Noise level measurement." For the purpose of enforcement of the provisions of th¡s chapter,
noise level shall be measured on the A-weighted scale with a sound level meter satisfying at least
the applicable requirements for Type 1 sound level meters as defined in American National
Standard Section t.4-Lg7L or the most recent revisions thereof. The meter shall be set for slow
response speed, except that for impulse noises or rapidly varying sound levels, fast response
speed may be used. Prior to each measurement, the meter shall be verified, and adjusted to t0'3
decibel by means of an acoustical calibrator.
For outside measurements the microphone shall be not less than four feet above the
ground, at least four and a half feet distant from walls or similar large reflecting surfaces,
and shall be protected from the effects of wind, noises and other extraneous sounds by the

use of screens, shields or other appropriate devices. For inside measurements, the
microphone shall be at least three feet distant from any wall, and the average sound
measurement shall be determined from at least three microphone positions throughout the

room.
(s)

"person" means a person, firm, association, co-partnership, joint venture, corporation, or any
entity, public or private.
(6)

"Powered construction equipment" means any tools, machinery or equipment used in connection
with construction operations which can be driven by energy in any form other than manpower,
including all types of motorvehicles when used in the construction process on any construction
site, regardless of whether such construction site be located on-highway or off-highway.
(7)

"property plan" means the vertical line through the property line which determines the property
boundaries in space.
(8)

"Unnecessary, excessive or offensive noise" means, in the absence of specific maximum noise
levels, a noise level which exceeds the ambient noise level by 5 dBA or more, when measured at
the nearest property line or, in the case of multiple-family residential buildings, when measured

anywhere in one dwelling unit with respect to a. noise emanating from another dwelling unit or
from common space in the same building'
(e)

"Zoning districts" shall be as defined and described in Title 18 of this code.

(Ord.668 $ 2, 1978)
(The only chonge to 'Definitions" from existing code is in 7., now rewritten qnd withaut the current o.), b.) & c.)
complexity. Rewritten, this is o simplified definition of Ambíent Noise Level that does not require enforcement

officers ta stoy in a fixed location for 1"5 minutes doing decibel reodings and moking complicoted notot¡ons dnd
colculotions in order to orrive at an overaget as wos required previously. Real time ombient levels vory by the hour
and the døy in alt of the Town's zoning distr¡cts. Thus, observotion of the decibel reader's reol time, site specifìc
qverage "lows" and "highs" for qs littte os ane minute shoutd be sufficient for o responding afficer to determine
the level of bockground noise on ony one particular service call')

9.36.030 - Specific maximum noise levels for devices and machinery

(a)

Except as modified in subsections (c) and {d) below, it is unlawful for any person to operate any

machinery or equipment, pump, fan, air-conditioning apparatus, or similar mechanical device or any
radio receiving set, musical instrument, phonograph, television set, or other similar device in any
manner so as to create any noise which would cause the noise level at the property plane of the
property from which the noise is emitted to exceed the following values:
TABTE 1

p.m.-7 a.m
7 a.m,-L0 p,m
l-0 p.m,-7 a.m.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.

R-l-A, R-1, R-2
P,C
P,C
Zoning District

50

l"Q

R-l-A, R-1, R-2

fime

55
60
70
Sound Level dBA

(b)

lf the measurement location is on a boundary between two zoning districts, the lower sound level shall
apply.
{c)

The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to construction or demolition work performed during
the following times: Monday through Fridays from seven a.m. to five p.m.; and Saturdays and Sundays

from ten a.m, to five p.m.; provided, that all powered construction equipment is equipped with intake
and exhaust mufflers recommended by the manufacturers thereof; and provided, further, pavement
breakers and jackhammers shall also be equipped with acoustical attenuating shields or shrouds
recommended by the manufacturers thereof. ln lieu of or in the absence of manufacturer's
recommendations, the town engineer shall have the authority to prescribe such means of
accomplishing maximum noise attenuation as he deems to be in the public interest, considering the
available technology and economic feasibility.
(d)

The provisions of subsection {a) shall not apply to any burglar alarm or other emergency signalling
device, nor to any standby machinery or equipment necessarily operated in emergency situations'

{Ord.668 $ 3, 1978)

(l odded the words "for devices qnd machìnery" at the end of subtitle 9.36.030. Thot's the only change to the
section. The maximum ollowqble noise levels in Toble 1 appeor foirly stondard, endorsed by the by both the
World Heotth Organization os wel! os the Environmental Protection Agency. These moximum allowoble levels
are embroced and codified by o broad spectrum of California communities.)

9.36.040 - General noise regulations.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, and in addition thereto, it is unlawful for any
person without justification to make or continue, or cause to permit to be made or continued, any
unnecessary, excessive or offensive noise, as defined in Section-9.36.020(8), which disturbs the peace or
quiet of any neighborhood.
The standards which shall be considered in determining whether a violation of this section exists shall
include, but not be limited to:
(1)

The level of the noise measured in decibels;
(2)

The level of the ambient background noise, if any;

(3)

The proximity of the noise to residential sleeping facilities;
(4)

The nature and zoning of the area within which the noise emanates;
(s)
The density of the inhabitation of the area within which the noise emanates;
(6)
The time of the day or night the noise occurs;
(7)
The duration of the noise; and

(8)

Whether the noise is recurrent, intermittent or constant.
(Ord. 668

S

4, 1978)

(Three Deletions,
(Three troublesome phrases ore eliminoted from existing Section 9.36.040, The first is the phrose from
the preamble stat¡ng "or which ceuses discamfort or onnoyance to ony reasonable person of normol
sensitiveness residing in the erea". Also eliminated from 9.36.040 øre: "(2) Whether the noture of the noise is
usual or unusuo!; (3) Whether the origin of the noise is noturql or unnaturol;" Why these deletions? At the
recent August 4 pubtic hearing, CMPA Lt. Michoel Norton mentioned this fuzzy Ionguoge as o deterrent to
enforcement, going so far qs to ssy that CMPA hod wrítten no citqtions under 9.i6.040 in recent memory and
"we will not in the future". His point of course is that the phrases "ony reosonable person of normol
sensitiveness"..."usne! or unusuel" ..."nqtÍJral or unnotural" con be interpreted very subiectively when it comes
to noise tolerances. The obvious solution is whqt l've done: eliminate the fuzzy ond subiective Ionguage. After
o!1, prime in enforcement should be decibel levels, the universally recognized obiective meosurement of sound.
tt's decibels that matter most of ott. As stoted in 936.A10 Declaration of Policy: loud and unnecessdry noises-ot certaìn thresh holds-- do have deleterious effects on the "health, sofety ond welfare of the citizenry".
(Two Additions.

(The phrase "meosured in decibels" is qdded to "7. the level of the noise". Purpose is to ensure science
and objectivity in field ossessrnenf. AIso, the word "ombient" is added before "background noise" in 2, The
phrose "if dny" remains at the end of 2. Why wos "if any" written into current code in the first place? One
might reasonobly ask: lsn't there always s level of ambient bockground noise? Yes, there is. But sometimes
thot leve! is so low thot it folls below thresh hold of measurement calibroted for dBA sound level readers' For
exomple, on my personol Extech Sound Level Reoder, ony sound below 40 dBA registers simply os "Low"
appearing on the screen. Below 40 dBA, my reader daes not measure voriobility in ambient background
noise.)

9.36.050 Prohibited Acts.
Specific Prohibitions. The following acts, and the causing or permitting thereof, are declared to be in
violation of this chapter:

(1.) Use Of Loudspeakers (Amplified Sound) Not Associated With an Event. Using or operating for any purpose any
loudspeaker, loudspeaker system, or similar device, such that the sound therefrom violates the provisions of
Section 9.36.030 except for sound levels for which a variance or permit has been issued by the Town of Corte
Madera.
(2.) Loud And Repetitive Yelling, Shouting, Screaming, Singing Or Whistling. Any of these acts will be deemed a
noise disturbance under Section 9.36.030--whether issuing from a person singly or people in groups, or from a
private facility. lf the action or actions persist following due warning under Section 9.36.070, the responsible party,
parties or governing body may be subject to citation and appropriate penalties.

(3.) Loud Music Or Outcry To Promote Street Sales. Prohibited is the solicitation, sale, or advertising of any product
or service by shouting or outcry or loud speaker-projected music within any residential or commercial area or
public park except by variance issued by the Town of Corte Madera. The provisions of this subsection shall not be
construed to prohibit the selling of merchandise, food, or beverages at licensed sporting events, parades, fairs, or
other similar licensed public events for which a permit has been issued under Section 9.36'030.

(4.) Offensive Uncontrolled Animal Noise. Keeping or maintaining, or permitting to be kept or maintained, an
animal or animals, which by any frequent or long continued noise shall cause annoyance or disturbance at levels
above the maximum allowable in Section 9.36.030 . Any noise which is audible continuously for more than 15
minutes or intermittently for 30 minutes shall be prima facie evidence of such annoyance or discomfort' Factors
which can be used to evaluate excessive animal noise include but are not limited to (a) pitch, (b) pattern, and (c)
frequency of occu rrence.
(5.) Use of gas powered leafblowers shall be banned within the town's residential areas. The Town will encourage
the switch to battery powered or corded electric in residentially zone areas. Gas-powered leaf blowers may
continue to be used by employees of Public Works and by contractors or landscapers working in commercially
zoned areas.

(9.36.050 is a new section odded. lt borrows from the Prohibited Acts section of the City of Berkeley Noise
Ordinonce. However, Berkeley may not have o codified prohibition agoinst gas-powered leaf blowers in residential
oreas, such os hos been proposed by citizens ¡n Corte Madero. And Council may or may not choose to inst¡tute o
gos-powered leof blower ordinance at Council's discretion.
(NOTE: tmportantly, this new section 9.36.050 addresses repetitive loud ønd unnecessary noise or noises mode by
peopte or animols, os distinguished from the excessive noise emitted by devices or machinery covered under Section
9.36.030. Thus, it fills o void in code ss currently written')

9.36.060 - Variances.

Where practicaldifficulties, unnecessary hardship, or results inconsistent with the purposes of this
chapter may result from a strlct application of the requirements of this chapter, a "normal variance from
such requirements may be granted as provided in Chapter 1"8.28 of this code. (Ord, 668 $ 8, L978)

lExisting Section Number Chonged from 9.36'050 to 9.36'060.)
9.36.070 - Enforcement.

At the discretion of the Town Manager, a warning or up to three {3) warnings may be given before official
determination that a Noise Ordinance infraction exists.
The method of determining an infraction is outlined below
The sound level when measured on any other property shall not exceed:

a

The ambient noise level for a cumulative period of more than 30 minutes in any hour; or

b.

The ambient noise level plus 5 dBA for a cumulative period of more than 15 minutes in any hour; or

c

The ambient noise level plus 10 dBA for a cumulative period of more than 5 minutes in any hour; or

d.

The ambient noise level plus 15 dBA for a cumulative period of more than 1 minute in any hour; or

e.

The ambient noise level plus 20 dBA for any period of time.

f.

ln cases where an infraction is not found, due to police response time constraints or a lack of supporting data,

the low and the high decibel readings nevertheless will be noted in the responding officer's report.
(Number Chonge As Wetl As New Added Section. New section is borrowed from Berkeley ond several other
municipolities, which atlow for flexibitity in police potrol time allotted per response.)

9.36.080 - Violation-Penalty Provisions.

The Town of Corte and/or its agents may, at their discretion, enforce provisions of this ordinance through

either (1) administrative citation and fine handled in-house or through {2) misdemeanor proceedings
carrying appropr¡ate penalties, to be filed with the County if Marin. lf the latter course is chosen, each
calendar day a misdemeanor violation is committed or permitted to continue shall constitute a separate
offense and shall be punishable as such,
(Number Change To Section Plus New Some Language Added. The odministrative citation option was
offered by town attorney John Adoci ot the August 4 hearing. lt wauld sove both time ond expense, in
considerotion of the misdemeanor filing fee due to the county.)
9.36.090 - Violation-Additional remedies.
L.) As an additional remedy, repeated violations of either section 9.36.030 Specific Maximum Noise
Levels for Devices Or Machinery or section 9,36.050 Prohibited Acts, as detailed in this chapter, shall be

deemed and declared to be a public nuisance and may be subject to summary abatement, to a
restraining order, or to a (temporary or permanent) injunction issued by a court of competent

jurisdiction.
2.) ln addition to the other remedies specified herein, any person affected or whose property is affected
by a violation of this chapter, which shall be established according to the standards contained in this
chapter, shall have a direct right of private civil action against the violator in any court of competent
jurisdiction for the abatement of such violation and/or to recover not to exceed five hundred dollars plus
court costs and reasonable attorney fees for each day a violation has occurred, provided such action is
commenced not later than sixty days from the date of such violation,
(Number Change, New Languoge Added')
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TOWN OF CORTE MADERA

To: Carla Condon, Mayor; Bob Ravasio, Vice Mayor; Diane Furst, Sloan Bailey,

Michael Lappert
Cc: David Bracken, Town Manager

Subject: Necessity Of A Fair And Reasonable Rewrite of Code Section 9.36.040

Hello Council,
Thanks for listening August 4 and rejecting the police proposal to eliminate

9.36.040, General Noise Regulations of the Municipal Code. Of course, eliminating
9.36.040 would cut down on police service responses and also relieve patrol
officers of making tough calls on noise issues. But that also would leave citizens
with only one direct and immediate remedy under law for noise complaints--the
highly unpalatable option of filing a citizen's arrest under California Penal Code
4L5, "Disturbing The Peace".

lnvoking CA Penal Code 415 Should Be Last Resort
call 415 the Sherman tank remedy for noise complaints. Certainly, it gets police
off the hook for enforcement of 9.36.040, which police say is too ambiguous to be
I

useful. But one neighbor's invoking 415 to quiet another neighbor is bound to
damage relationships, perhaps irreparably, and cause lasting bad blood in the
neighborhoods.
One wonders additionally how many of these 415's the District Attorney would
actually prosecute, considering the DA's high case load and the difficulty of

proving "willful and malicious" behavior by the alleged offender. ln all likelihood,
the DA would decline to press charges in most cases. Then, as Lt, Norton indicated
at hearing the other night, the complaint would be remanded and local police
would then have the option of sending out a letter to the complainant that CMPA
would no longer respond to that complainant's future noise complaint service
calls. Ouch!

Where does that strategy leave community? Likely with simmering neighborhood
problems left unresolved AND with a very bad taste in community's mouth.
That's why it's much better to rewrite code 9.36.040---eliminating fuzzy language--and put in place reasonable regulations that police could enforce so they aren't
stuck in what they regard as a frustrating and fruitless response loop.

"Why Can't They (The Chronically Noise lmpacted) Just Wear Ear Plugs?"

to improve section 9.36.040, which l'll send along
suequently. But first I want to respond to something someone posted on
I have some ideas on how

Nextdoor about the specific ongoing neighborhood noise issue impacting Willow
residents. This person, a friend, endorsed a town-mandated switch to electric
leafblowers in residential areas but then asserted that those bothered by teens
playing in a swimming pool should just wear ear plugs or put on noise cancelling
headsets.
Really? Wear ear plugs and headsets-off and on---for six months of the year? lf

only real life solutions were that simple....
That showed me that even a good friend--as this person surely is--may not have
a good understanding of how the 19 Pixley pool noise problem developed and
also how the pool's siting and lack of noise management has become, at times, a
full-blown nuisance to close Willow neighbors. Please permit me to add a b¡t of
perspective.

Siting of the 19 Pixley Pool Violated Key Precepts Of The 1958 Corte Madera
Zoning Ordinance.
The L958 zoning ordinance established a Board of Design whose duties were
delineated in the following careful language found on Page 8:
"SECTION 9 BOARD OF DESIGN.

There is hereby established a Board of Design which shall perform its duties in
such a way as to foster the preservation of the natural beauty of the Town's site,
prevent indiscriminate clearing of property and the destruction of trees and

shrubs, prevent excessive and unsightly grading of hillsides, and ensure that new
uses and structures enhance their sites ond hCIrmonize with ímprovements in the
surrounding oree." (ltalics mine.)
The issue of harmonious design, blending with surrounds, is further emphasized
on Page 76:

"Article 7 Design Review---Section L Purpose
It (the Board of Design) shall act as the custodian of the visual character of the
town. The ugly and the inharmonious shall be barred, but originolity in
architecture, site planníng ond landscope design shall not be suppressed." (ltalics
mine.)
Point here is that a built environment on Willow Ave was already in place when
the Board of Design in 1961 made its findings about the development of 19 Pixley
property, including the highly questionable decisíon about the siting of the
townhouse complex pool---allowed in the remote west corner of the 19 Pixley
property, with no spatial buffers, next to three adjacent property lines. This pool,
abysmal in design and with vertical "echo walls" rising on two sides, was allowed
closer to neighbors than all but one of the 21 townhouses the pool serves. lt was
strategy guaranteed to deliver to Willow neíghbors none of the benefits but all of
the nuisance value of what would become an extremely heavy use private pool,
presently accommodating waves of users groups coming and going daily in hot

weather.

two units at the back
of I42 Willow were built in 1935. My house at 138 Willow and the one at 128
Willow both were built in 1908. The clearly unharmonious 19 Pixley development
& pool placement came much later, in 1961.
For the record, the Marin Assessor's office tells me that the

Simply put, Board of Design--under chair Harold Wagstaff---did not do the
fastidious and carefuljob prescribed in the Zoning Ordinance. They obviously
were looking to satisfy the wants and desires of the builder, L & S Development.
ln so doing, they casually disregarded the future well-being of neighbors on the
other side of the pool fence.
For contrast and to see what a well-sited and harmonious residential complex

private pool looks like, Council should visit 61 Pixley, located next door to 19

Pixley. Both developments occurred roughly around the same time, 1961. But the
61 Pixley pool is both attractive to the eyes and appropriately sited in the middle
of the L-shaped 61 Pixley complex--with adequate spatial buffers to protect
against noise impacts on neighbors. lt also is open at the sides so that sound can
dissipate naturally and not be bounced outward from surrounding walled
surfaces.

that the 19 Pixley pool placement violated injunctions
of the 1958 town zoning ordinance. lt is ugly and unharmonious bsth in its siting
vis-à-vis neighbors and the wall-projected sound amplifications it produces.
So, yes, it appears obvious

How did this happen? How could such ill-advised planning decisions be made at
town level by the council-appointed Board of Design? | can only speculate. lt was
after allthe very early 1960's and there are gaps in town records, stored on
microfiche. But it's obvious that at the time no one---amongst surrounding
property owners--- was paying attention. Shame on them for that,
But the real fault and shame lies with the Board of Design and its chair at the

time---architect Harold Wagstaff. Possibly, he was a friend of the project
applicant. A decade later, serving as a councilman, Wagstaff was recalled from
office along with two other council members for being too cozy with developers.
That made Wagstaff part of the only council recall in the history of Corte Madera.

Why The Town Today Needs To Manage The 19 Pixley Pool Noise Nuisance
Historically, the pool wasn't always the nuisance that it can be today. But,
presently, when it's bad, it can be very bad as this video from 6/29/LS shows. This
30-second sound bite was recoded directly under the window of a senior ret¡red
lady who rents a second-level apartment just 20 feet from the pool surface. lt
represents the soundtrack of her life on way too many days:

https://vimeo.com/L32252849?utm source=email&utm medium=sliptranscode complete-finished20120 100&utm ca m pa ien=770 1 &emai I id =Y2xpcF90cm Fuc2 NvZGVkfDc3
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Unfortunately, this jarring sound bite--topping out at 83 dBA--is not atypical of
the behavior of the unregulated, unmonitored 19 Pixley pool. And Council must
know that currently, under code, noise emissions in the R-2 Districts noise
emissions must not exceed more than 5 decibels above the standard limit 55 dBA
when measured at the property line. That limit, 55 dBA, appears to be a fairly
universal outdoor limit for R-2 density districts nationwide, endorsed by both the
World Health Organization and our national Environmental Protection Agency.
The truth is that loud and unnecessary sounds, both continuous and repetitively

intermittent, make people sick.
That's especially true when these noises occur in residential areas where people
aspire to peace and relaxation. I myself suffered two documented outbreaks of
shingles in 2013 and 20t{-the first ever in my lifetime--which I attribute to
noise impacts from the out-of-control 19 Pixley pool. Shingles, if you've never
experienced them and I hope you don't ever, are not fun. First there is the itching,
at onset. Then the raising of red, chicken pox-like welts which discharge fluid.
Then the ensuing nerve pain, the restless sleeps and the wait-- under

medication--for a week or two until the condition resolves. Shingles typically
when the immune system becomes weakened. Can they arise due to noise
impacts? For me, they did.
But what exactly changed at the 19 Pixley pool between quiet L96t and noisy
2015? How did behaviors go south-so demonstrably?
Answer: Not much happened in the way of increased noise levels for the first five
(5) decades.
Sure at times there was some loud noise from kids at play. That's to be expected.
However, as a 44-year resident of 1.38 Willow, I can tellyou that untilthe year

20t31 never once called police about loud and unnecessary noise emanating from
the 19 Pixley pool. And neither did my neighbor, Julia Hart, a 36-year resident.
That's because the noise, though it had its peaks and troughs, was within reason--"normal pool noise", if you will.
Then came 20t3 and changing demographics and the out-of-control yelling and
screaming--when civility and concern for neighbors disappeared on the other
side of the 19 Pixley pool fence. The causes? Just speculating, but I blame the bad

behavior on rising real estate prices (5550,000 for a dated 1961 townhouse) and
the grand sense of entitlement possessed of a new breed of incoming
family/homeowners.
Council should be made aware that the 19 Pixley pool is not monitored, nor are
posted rules against yelling and screaming enforced internally. The Pixley board
and property manager claim they do not have the funds to hire a noise monitor or

lifeguard.
The property manager works offsite, with an office in Tiburon and a home in San
Francisco. She's not around to observe the fact that many parents refuse to set

behavioral boundaries for their children. Day to day, no one, really, is in charge.
Depending on the time, the season and whatever adults and children may be
present, pool play often can and does devolve into a children's Wild West
screamfest---rather like a very unruly public pool in an otherwise quiet residential
setting.

What About Diplomacy---Why Didn't That Work?
ln the beginning, when things started to go south in 2013, my neighbor and I tried

diplomacy to get some noise relief. We set up a meeting at CMPA headquarters.
Present were myself, my t42 Willow neighbor, L9 Pixley property manager
Hannah Robertson and three Pixley board members. Lt. Theo Manairis of CMPA
was on hand to facilitate
Between the group present, discussion went well. I even brought refreshments,

fig bars and lemonade for alll
The problem came subsequently in Hannah's outreach to the families that were
heavy pool users. An influential few remained stubbornly resistant to toning

down the ruckus--to becoming, in a word, more considerate and civil.
Thus at the end of Disappointing Pool Season 2013, Hannah Robertson emailed

t0/s/t3:
"What I need is a complete attitude change at this property. I hope the Board of
Directors find themselves at the barbecue by themselves today. lt needs to be
really obvious to them that changes are needed. I know both of you feel assaulted
by this property. l'm fully aware of it and still working on it."

But what can a property manager do against obvious and substantial resident

pushback? Not much, if she wants to keep her job. So in 20t4, though we kept
emailing, Hannah finally went silent on repeated requests for noise control.
For nearly two years, Town Manager Dave Bracken also tried

to help with

recurring L9 Pixley pool noise, devoting significant time to the issue. On
Dave wrote via email:

9/24/t4,

"Lt. Mainaris and I plan to meet with them routinely to discuss and assess any
complaints or issues that have come up regarding the pool, and they are more
than happy to do that. I expect these meetings to be on a monthly basis in the
summer, but certainly less frequently through the winter months. I also want to
say that I truly believe the Board and the Property Manager are sincerely
concerned about maintaining a peaceful relation with allthe neighbors, and they
will do as much as possible to maintain that relationship. Rest assured that you
may continue to call Central Marin Police if you have any noise or other
complaints, and they will always respond to those complaints."
That commitment on Dave's part seemed a heroic undertaking. lnitially it gave
much hope. Yet the same noise problems--- instigated by the same few but
influential user famílies---kept resurfacing throughout 2014, And when I asked
Dave 7/8/t5 if he still was holding monthly meetings with Hannah and her board,
he wrote back:
"Peter,
I haven't set up a meeting yet this season.

l'll ask PD to do that, although at this
point l'm not sure if it will resolve anything. Let me ask you - would you be
willing to sit across the table with the Hannah Robertson and her board?"
My answer, also

7/8h5, direct simple and unequivocal: "Yes!"

But now it's the middle of August and lstill have heard nothing back. Did Hannah
and her Board refuse to meet? Did police decline to facilitate? Did Dave himself
become terminally weary of what obviously has become a failed effort at
diplomacy?

ldon't know.

Dave, surely busy with his heavy duties as both Town Manager and Town
Engineer, never got back.

And the 19 Pixley Pool Noise Nuisance problem persists, though the goal of
solving that problem remains the same.

Towards A Solution: Rewriting 9.36.040 So That lt Can Be Enforced When
Necessary
As Dave Bracken wrote in an email 8122/1'a: "Our goal is to provide peace, well-

being, and the comfortable enjoyment of a person's property for all residents."
You can't say it better than that.

That noise reduction should be a goal is not in doubt, as there are no less than
five Willow Avenue seniors living in close proximity to the 19 Pixley pool. Though
the pool may be "grandfathered" in place, its current excessive noise levels don't
have to be. Nor should they be when noise rises to levels that affect human
health and diminishes property values.
It's the means to resolution that remain in question. On that, we all need to work
together. Clearly, a rewrite of 9.36.040 is needed so that when the obvious first
choice of diplomacy fails, police then can turn to solving noise issues by
reasonable and fair enforcement of code.

Sipqerely, /

f,K t{

Peter Hense'|, 138 Willow Ave., Corte Madera

Rebecca Vaughn
From:

Julia Hart <jhart946@gmail.com

Sent:

lo:

Tuesday, August 04,2015 6:52 PM
Rebecca Vaughn

Subject:

Leafblower Ban and Town Ordinances/Noise

>

Hello Rebecca:
Both of the above are issues that I would like to comment on but giving
residents less than twelve hours notice to do so does not seem quite fair.

I hope thatthe Town Council will postpone any vote on
banning Leafblowers as well as any amendment to Noise Ordinance
9.36.040 until such time as residents have an opportunity to provide their
input.
Thank you.
Julia Hart

924-3r09

1

RECEIVED

Charles and Sandra Massen

lfo

Redwood Au-n¡.r*

Corte Madera, CA?+92.,

JUN

16
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TOWN OFCORTE MADERA

Corte Madera Town Council
Corte Madera, California 94925
Dear Council Members:

We respectfully ask that you totally ban leaf blowers in the Town of Corte
Madera, As this letter is being written, the sound of blowers, their exhaust,
and the dust they are sending up into the air are causing both sound and air
pollution.
We have a sizeable home garden that we keep cÍean with rakes and a
broom. We often need to sweep our own sidewalk because neighboring
leaf blowers have blown all the debris into the street in front of our house,
and the wind then blows the debris onto our sidewalk and driveway.
Thank you for your consideration on this matter and the work that you do
to keep our town beautiful and healthy.
Sincerely,

MflW
Sandra and Charles Massen
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decibels at a distance of 5O feet.

That helps the bystanders, but
that still means the user should
be using high-quality ear protection. .Other cities have restricted
leaf blower use to certain hours
of the day. Noise alone was a
reason for Beverþ Hills to ban

leaf blowers back in 1978. Perhaps it is proof that movie stars
prefer the sound of their own
voice over ... everything.

A quieter motor doesn't sideissue.- air pollution. A number of cities have
restrictions on gasoline motored
leafblowers because they are
considerable polluters for their
small size. But gas leaf blowers
are only one type of small motor, any city concerned about
them should look at all the other
device3 that use them. Unfortunately, our EPA has yet to crestep the second

FRANKIE FROST

-

THE ASSOCIATEÐ PRESS

There are a number of arguments

against leaf blowers, including
human health.

blouers
-

just

a lot oflnt air?

ate any emissions standards for
these machines.
Battery-po\Ã¡ered blowers tend
to be quieter and don't create

dirty exhaust. A numbef of cities, including Los Angeles, restrict blowers to battery only.

The bigger pollution problem

Over the past
decade there has

i"iüîå'
-

plenty of discussion about leaf
blowers. Many
California cities

*iï"r:fii;ì#,''

blowers and some
Marin cities are
considering their own restrictive

legislation.

The Internet is littered with
blogs castigating leaf blowers, leaving you with Zagat-re!
view-sized snippets that make it
sound like the creator of the leaf
blowerv\ras out to destroy humankind and the world with it.
Get your "eardrums blown out"

while breathing "toxic eÍhaust
fumes" and inhaling "flyrng
spores." And when I read words
like "greatest threat," I start to
think the whole thing mightbe
a bunch ofhot air. So I decided
to spond a few minutes to sift
out the science from the hyperbole.
There are a number of arguments against leaf blower. Al-

though croding soil,' dainag..
ing plants, and spreading weed
seeds are legitimate concerns, I
focused moie on the effects on
human health.
First, is noise pollûtion. Sure,
they are anrloyÍng, but they actually can cause hearing damage to the frequent user. The
city of Davis has limited tht:
noise level of leaf blowers to 70

is the particulate matter these
blowers kick up. There have
been a few studies addressing
this issue. In the 19gos a $tudy
out of UC Riverside examined .

'

how much particulate matter J
got kicked up on lawns or parking lots when using leaf blowers or blower vacs versus us-

,

AIR DPASE

ing rakes and brooms. As
expected, blowers and
vacs put far more partic1

ulate matter in the air
than raking. There was
one surprise- broonis on
concrete dirtied the air
far more than brooms on
asphalt.
The American Thoracic
Society published a review regarding the health
effects of outdoor pollu-

Ition. Its finding is fascinating but Probably
not shòcking. Researchers found cardiovascu,lar mortality, hosPital ad'missions for respiratory
'problems and emergencY
room visits for a,sthma
were directly related to
the level of particulatê
matter in the air across
a number of cites over
decades. The study did
not specifrcally address
leaf blowers, but putting
the two studies together
makes a strong case for
using a rake.

where we constantlY replace phYsical labor with

Along the same lines,
the jet of air also Puts
dust and pollen in the
air. There are no studies specificallY looking
at leaf blowers and aller-

machinery, maYbe raking
the laivn for a little while
can be a fofm of exercïsd
while keeping the ground
whére it belongs - out of
our lungs.

it makes sense
iliat these devices would
gies, but

definitely increase the aIlergic triggers for anYone
nearby. Also unstudied is
how lonÈ it takes the additional airborne Particulate matter to settle back
to baseline.
The health concerns
regarding these devices
are legitimate. In a world

Dr. Salaatore laquinta
'

is a head a'nd neclc surseon at Kaiser Perma'
h,"ntt Son Ralae| ønd the
author of "The Year Thegt
Tried To Ki'll Me."'He
tølces'gou on the HCghuøA
To Health eaerY third
Mondaa.
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WHY LEAF BLOWERS ARE BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH,
AND BAD FOR YOUR GARDENERS,AS WELL.

L

Noise

- Why do gardeners need earplugs? (The noise is bad for everyone,

even

for

those who claim they're oblivious to it).

2. Air Pollution - Also, why do gardeners sometimes need facê masks? (LB's kick up
dust, feces, pollen, etc., which get in people's faces, inside cars, on clothing, etc.). (Also,

they emit toxic exhaust fumes).

3. Environmentql Destructíofl -

LBs' blowing

of hot air at high speeds blows away

valuable top soil.

4.

Back Strain from the weight of the machines, and from lack of doing core exercise.
(Pushing a broom, pulling a rake, and moving outdoor furniture,

to pick up leaves is only

strenuous for those who are sedentary, and rely too much on cumbersome machines).
Using long-handled tools for gardening is wonderful exercise.

5. "Mocho" not to medn strong - Gardeners would look better if they appeared
athletic (not look as if they're going around brandishing big-barreled guns).

6. Slow Movemenf - Gardeners are often observed

keeping their machines running,

while ambling slowly through parking lots, along dirt areas, on pathways, etc., seemingly
just to kill time (but while supposedly looking "busy"). (sweeping & raking do
admittedly entail fast, energetic movement to get the work done in an equal time
period).
I believe gas-powered Leaf Blowers should be banned in the Town of Corte Madera.

Ted Mackay
36 Madera Blvd., CM

Kill the Leaf BÍowers!
I have a new att-purpose poticy that witt benefit the nation's security, envi'ronment, pubtic health, and

education. lt's simpte. Get rid of the leaf-blowers.
ln the past couple of decades, leaf-blowers have supptanted rakes. Archaeotogists hundreds of years from
now witl attest to this fact, especiatty since most of the cCInsumer models donrt last much longer than a rake,
and witl. be among the diagnostic artifacts of late 20th and earl,y 21st century strata of tandfitts. The era that

the Bush Dynasty woutd have had historians term the New Wortd Order, but which wÍlt more tikety be known
as the American Twitiglrt.
And

if I have arrything to do with it,

l^eaf-blowers wit[ cease to appear in the not-distant future, their vite

presence wi[[ end, and humanity wilt be the better for

it.

why?

it

littte combustion engines, the kind that are churned out cheapty
enough to be commoditíes, not durabte capital. Because it takes a cheap engine to power a tool that must
find its way into every house with an SUV as wetl as every grounds maintenance crew, teaf-btowers are low
quatity things with no attention to efficient design. They are made by and for corporatÍons who thwart
attempts to reguiate the emissions, efficiency, noise, or anything beyond shietding the populace from the
A tot of

has to do with reliance on crâppy

:

most negligent aird grievous bodity harm. Becar.¡se ín our era the consumption economy rules, leaf-btowers
use too much fur,.[ and spew too much noise and exhaust. They degrade the wortd we live in.

Maybe they are just tittte things, and l't[ grant that the typicat user burns onty a few gatlons of gas a year
using them. ßut there are mitlions of tlrem, an<l grounds crews fire them up daity to move grass clippings,
leaves, and titter at resÍdences, businesses, office and school câmpuses, and government facilities.

Meanwhite, our government sends men and womÈn (many of whom ran teaf-btowers untit they signed up witl'
the mititary seeking a better tife) to die in foreign countries, protecting the crude ftow so that Americans wil
have the freedcm to waste. Leaf -bl.owers, like other conveniences that run on fossit fue[, are a security

threat..

':

And did I mention that the noise and stink are annoying? No, beyond annoyingi lndefensib(e assautts sn'the
environment, or on God's creation if you tlri¡rk of the earth that way.

that, l*af-btowers grease the skids for the American slide down,to,fat stupidity. The rake is a workoui toot, and when operated by someone with a sënse of the wortd around them--thewind;patterRs, terrain,
Besides

,

vegetation--functions as fast as the blow-hard machine. The teaf-btower disconnects.the user from their
ptace, reduces the ctean-up process to point ancl shoot, absent any deft fticks of wrist or awareness of mind.
Watch most leaf-blowers in operation, ancl yûu see idiots blowing the same teaves over and over, often

fighting a wind that funnets through their neighborhood most every day. I've seen peopte btow and btow at a
soggy or twig-entangted leaf for minutes without thinking to let go of the trigger and use their hand for a
second. These guys get fatter ancl stupider as they forget what a rake can do, and I don't think the fumes are
hetping much.
And it's not just that they ptay into indívid¡-ral laziness of mind and body. Leaf-btowers give whining, droning
voice to sociopathy. Peopte who would nevel rake a pite of leaves into their neighbor's yard seem to have no

compunction about btowing them just r:ver the property tirre. This goes doubte for btowing leaves into
streets, and where I [ive, that means getting rid of leaves into bike lanes,'where a mat of stippery [eaves is
not just an inconvenience, but a lrazard. (And a lvord tr you asshotes who do this: the cyctists witl veer into
the road, impc'ding your SUV.)Antl of course the ¡roíse and stink. The most obnoxious thing a rake can do is

hours

scrape on some ctncrete, but I lrad to listen tr: the on"and-off buzzof a neighbor's leaf-blowerfor
today. And if his inconsideration doesn't rise to the level of sociopathy in your estimation, how about the
assault I woutcl've unteashed had it tasted another hour?

When the btow-herds aren't putting their teaves where tlrey witt be someone etseis problem, what they
usualty do is bag them up'(often needing a rake in tlre process) and have them taken away. These folks are
not usuatty the compostirrg type. Members of tlrat vast sr-rburban nation whose reverence of consurnerism and
spottess lawns teel them to buy the btower in the first ptace tend to put leaves in ptastic bags (more
petrochemicals), treating this biomass tike tmsh, nraybe hauted to a greenwaste facitity if their suburb is
affluent and educated enough, bt-rt stitl sonrething offensive, needing to be take¡ out of their site. For some
reason, they cannot enjoy the beauty of cotorful leaves
teaves until they cän gaze

CIn

a green [awn, and feel competted to blow away

ân expûnsë of what cor,¡td bc astro-turf. They may be good church-goers, but
comptain incessantly about god's leaves that fatt on god's green earth. These same people witt then buy
CIn

compost, soitamendments, and of cturse fertilizer (more petrochemicats!), obtivious to the irony their
inartfut stupidity hath wrought.

the leaf-btower is a tool whose tjm* lras cÕme to disappear. lt lessens the ecotogical and
aesthetic value of tlre ptace where it is used, lt keeps r.rs tetlrered to a fuel source (and often as not an
overseas factory) that undernrine our potiticat and economic security. lt makes us less heatthy, more stupid,
and decreasingiy connected to our patch of earth and to each other. So pick up a rake (which works just as
wet[, and costs way [ess), retiuil,d your musctes, enjoy the smett of leaves and grass, hear the birds sing, and
bask in freedom from that stinking, droning btow-lrarcl.
So that's why

i
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Lazy People and Leaf Blowers
ALL TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE FOCUSED ON THE ENVIRONMENT AS WELL. WHAT WOULD
HAPPEN IF PEOPLE STOPPED USING THESE HORRIBLE NOISE MAKERS?
Technology should make oùr life healthier, easier and simply better. Most technology has done just that,
mad.e ourlife better. Technology has given us iPods, electronic coffee makers, energy
efficient refrigerators, better washer and drye:rs, cell phones so that we can call from anywhere, the
Internet to aid us in shopping and give .r, u.."r, to tñe wide expanse of the information highway,
electronic and hybrid vehicles, and many more.advances.
A1l technology should be focused on the environment as well. Apple has pioneered this promise with
the advan.ur itt the materials that make up their iPhones, iMacs and Macbooks' Other companies have
also made efforts to become more diligent in making sure their products have a greater degree of
biodegradability. Supermarkets are even encouraging the end of plastic bags in favor of re-usable bags

and biodegradable paper prodr-rcts.

where d.o leaf blowers fit in to these advancements? Unfortunately,
technology has also created more laziness and an adverse allergy to
manual labor. Leaf blowers are extremely noisy. Leaf blowers are
extrerrtely poiutant. Leaf blowers instill added suffering to countless
allergy sr,rfferers. Leaf blowers are enefgy wasters. Leaf blowers are the
.orl.,i", product to going to the gym. In fact, leaf blowers probably add to
high blood pressure in away that only some highly expensive scientific
study will one day prove no doubt.
So

What would happen if people stopped using these horrible noise makers?
The serene morning calm of people everywhere would not be interrupted
by the neighbors gardener starting the day off for everyone in the world of
stress and turrmoil.

Allergens would be able to settle naturaly and not move once more into
our breathing pathways.
We would have that much more ftiel for more important things.
Let,s just stop using these ignorant contraptions. How about we go back to using a rake? Let's stop
being so damn lazy andactually do some manual labor to counter our rapidly wideningmidsections'
How about we start giving our neighbors respect and stop creating more noise pollution? We already
have to deal with the boom boom rattle of really bad.rap music emanating from a passing, ghettorized
carl we don't need simple yard chores to add to that noise'
absense of
euiet is a good thing. Silence is essential to our health both mentally and physically. Ûr the
leaf bloweis we justãight find a calmer, less stressful way of life and eventually more serenity in our
day. Happier people are a good thing'
t^^1^t\d11l\/l--
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Eian Leafblowers!
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Ban Leafblowers!
it c,omes to really bad ideas, the leafblower ranks right up there with adding
teà¿ tôgasotine and uáing CFC* in aerosols, Leafblowers are d¡abolical machines.
Èvãni[ire crá¡ms their prãmoters make for them were true, the damage leafblowers
do outweighs such meàger benefits by many, rnany orders of magnitude

\Men

Thanks to decades of relentless lobbying by their manufacturers, the hvo-cylinder
engìnès ttìat Or¡ve leafblowers have nevér been regulated by-any Federal or State
ãäËn"v. rftá *nsines, as a result, are crude, cheaþ,.and inefficient' as well as
to
tãüìiiitJtñ" ãñ"iionment ano everyrhins tivins irr it, Because they are designed
6ã åir-òooteO, the engines release 1ó0% óf their tailgate emissions directly ¡nto the
for
ãñuironmànt,'unO sirñe they also burn fuel very inelficiently, a leahlower running
oie nour emits as many hyãrocarbons and other pollutants ¡nto the atmosphere as a
car driven at 55 mph for 110 miles.
The noise leafblowers make is hideous. Although they opefate on only two cylindefs'

tfråiä macninàs run at at speeds roughly three times faster than a car's ln the

oroòess lots of enersv is released in ihe form of high frequency sound waves wìth
ã""ìoìl tuués tnut fãiexceed acceptable timits. The incessant, h¡gh-pitched whine.of
a couple
ã Snglå b"fbto*ãr in the distance is enough to set peoples'tee1h on edge;
ãf nbïèri go¡ng nearby can push almost ànyone to the br¡nk of homicide The idea
tli"t l"åiblÑÀ;.ave tiine - which is the one'and only argument for using them - is
;utragõu", sincà it implies that the time stolen from the rest of us ¡s worthless
Using these hideously noisy, highly pollut¡ng mach¡nes on sidewalks and driveways
¡s Oaã enougit. Turning thein on lawns and gardens, beneath shrubs, between
neãõès, anà'around thie trunks of trees - as everyone ìs obviously do¡ng these.days
profess¡onals'
is-¡irä¡<jnãi unl""s, that is, the people who are dbing it are landscape
¡n which case it is negligent, almost to the point ot criminal.

'

lf that seems extreme, consider that wind blows from the nozzles of these machines
át Jpee¿s in the rangé of 180 mph. Winds of that force do not occur naturaily on
Ëä-rär,licept ¡ns¡¡e'hurricanes ànd tornadoes Worse, still, because the wind is
quant¡ties of heat from the hyperactive engine, it ¡s also very hot
õãiw¡hg
"'/ã/iãrs"
dry.
and exceedingly

Subjecting everything at ground level to blasts of hot, dry, hurricanê-force winds
woui¿ ¡e ¡ll-a¿viseo ãt any time, since it cannot fail to injure plants and open.
aiding and abett¡ng the
òatñways for pests and disease, while at the same time
bathooéns bv distr¡but¡ng them over the widest possible area ln the summer, though'
únäñÌñàãirls hòt ano t-he grouno is dry and the plants are dehydrated and badly
streised to begin with, subjecting them to tornad¡Ç blasts of hot, dry air is'
nonsensical, to put it k¡ndlY.

Leafblowers literally scoùr the earth: sh¡pping off topso¡|, desiccat¡ng roots, and killin-g
vitãiãoil-Owelf¡ng oiganisms, while, at thþ. same time, propelling.¡nto the air clouds of
¿in ¿ust áno ¿aigeioús corìtaminànts: volatile compounds, mold and fungal spores'
*"åJ *e¿", inseðt eggs, pollen, molecules ol the myrìads of toxic chem¡cals people
åprav ãnãïórint<ie orit"hóii gar¿óns, trees, and lawns, not to mention bird and rodent
feces, and mofe.
greatest
It ooes without sav¡no (but must be said anyway), that lêalblowers pose the

iñäat to tfie fteatth ai<l hearing of the untofd numbers of landscape workers who use
ihem on a ¿aily Oasis, in most èases w¡thout adequate protective equipment, lor
ùìËruãr" iflãi iár"xceed osHA guidelìnes Unfortunately' the wÓrkers themselves
to exaggerate the benefits ãnd deny the r¡sks of blowìng leaves with machines,
with
wh¡cn they ãirongly favor over rakes, foireasons that probably have more to do
sym bolism than practicalitY.

iénì

lronically, leafblowers were not ¡nvented to blow leaves; they,were originally

to. a
aãsTgnáä as orop austers. ln other words, they didn't oome about in response
ãÀnrí¡ne neeO for a mechanized solution to the leaf-removal problem. Because there

iuã"nit ãnv pòot"m. No*

*"

do have a problem, but

¡t

isn't leaves, it,s these infernal

machines.

Gasoline-drivenleafblowefshavebeenbannedìnscoresofcaliforniacounties,
¡nðfroinõlosengelesandhundredsofmunicipalitiesacrcssthe.U,s andCanada,

änà nonäãi tn" ñorrors that were predicted by landscåpers - untidy lawns, escalat¡ng
cosis, declining property values - has ever come to pass.
The ohenomenal oroliferation of leafblowers has fal more to do with tnarketing than
àrf"¡ãnðVli^0"éà, when atl the reat costs are factored ¡n their alleged benefits don't
ãven ¡eéin to iustfy their penalties and risks. cheap to produce, priced to sell, and
ãsõiu;ìíety mu*áed, thä real funct¡on of leafl)bwers ¡s to rake in money for the
huge corporations that manufacture them

By W¡n¡fred Rosen, Guast Commentator
Drweil,com New
You
Winifred Rosen ¡s co-author with Dr. Wë¡l of "ChoLolate to Morphine: Everything
Need to Know about M¡nd-Alter¡ng Drugs "
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